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SUMMARY
The Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment III (SAGE III) on the In-
ternational Space Station (ISS) will extend NASA Langley Research Center’s long
legacy of satellite atmospheric occultation measurements. Unlike its predecessors,
SAGE III ISS will encounter off-nadir attitudes and jitter conditions caused by the me-
chanical instability of the ISS environment. The retrieval algorithm for the SAGE III
science data product requires precise and accurate knowledge of the instrument bore-
sight pointing with respect to Earth and the radiant target, either Sun or Moon.
Without knowledge of the attitude drifts at the instrument scan head and the as-
sociated mechanical jitter the data retrievals will be compromised. A subsystem on
the payload termed the Disturbance Monitoring Package (DMP), which is comprised
of a Miniature Inertial Measurement Unit (MIMU) built by Honeywell Aerospace
of Clearwater, Florida, was added to quantify this disturbance. By calibrating co-
ordinate transformations on orbit and using attitude determination algorithms, the
pointing information needed for post-processing can be derived. This research will
provide the necessary calibration methods and simulate the on-orbit mechanical en-
vironment to prepare for the SAGE III ISS mission ensuring that the data retrievals




This chapter serves as a brief, high-level introduction to the material contained herein.
The purpose of this research is explained first and is followed by a guide of the chapters
to come.
1.1 Motivation and Significance of Research
The Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment III (SAGE III) on the International
Space Station (ISS) instrument payload is a passive remote sensing instrument that
measures gaseous and aerosol constituents in Earth’s atmosphere from orbit using a
method called atmospheric occultation. Like a photographic camera without a flash,
passive remote sensors do not carry their own light source, but instead collect in-
coming light from remote sources. A photographic camera that uses a flash would
be called an active remote sensor. The SAGE III ISS payload consists of a spec-
trographic science instrument and telescope supported by several subsystems that
takes measurements of the atmosphere by collecting sunlight or moonlight after that
light has interacted with the atmosphere. Paramount to this thesis, the Disturbance
Monitoring Package (DMP) subsystem on SAGE III ISS is a Honeywell Miniature
Inertial Measurement Unit (MIMU). With a sensor block consisting of three orthogo-
nally arranged Honeywell GG1320 Ring Laser Gyroscopes (RLGs), the DMP will be
used to measure the changing payload attitude and to monitor SAGE III instrument
vibrations both as the ISS vacillates nominally and during the anticipated recurring
disturbance events. The project objectives of the DMP are twofold: flag invalid data
and increase the accuracy of science retrievals. By monitoring vibration, potentially
invalid science measurements captured during unusually large jitter events can be
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flagged. Because of assumptions used in science calculations about how well the
telescope is pointing and how stable the instrument is during data collection, large
mechanical jitter events can cause science results to be invalid. Since the mechanism
for flagging invalid data using the DMP is already in place, the focus of this thesis
will be to address the second objective. Being able to relate the lower frequency
disturbances measured at the DMP to the instrument scan head will allow for an
improved understanding of boresight pointing, and ultimately, a higher quality data
product potentially over a larger region of the atmosphere. The DMP can provide
scan head deflections as a function of time, allowing corrections to be introduced in
post-processing. This requires knowledge of the DMP reported change in attitude,
the current orientation of the Hexapod Mechanical Assembly (HMA) subsystem and
SAGE III scan head, and a method of combining this information and propagating er-
ror estimations. The purpose of this thesis is to develop an on-orbit DMP calibration
technique to derive these needed coordinate transformations and error estimations af-
ter installation of the payload on the ISS, to develop a robust algorithm and validate
this technique well in advance of launch with high-fidelity orbit simulations, and to
define an attitude determination algorithm that can be incorporated into the science
inversion algorithm.
A scan head and scan mirror on SAGE III can rotate the telescope boresight
around two axes to point the instrument. SAGE III can perform three event types
to take atmospheric measurements. Solar events use the Sun as an emissive target
viewed as either a Sunrise or a Sunset from the perspective of the ISS. The Moon
is not a light source, but the sunlight reflecting off of the Moon allows for Moonrise
and Moonset events similar to the solar events. During rise and set events, light from
the target passes through the atmosphere before being measured by the SAGE III in-
strument. Limb scattering events measure scattering of solar radiation off of Earth’s
atmosphere without a radiative target in view behind the atmosphere. Atmospheric
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measurements from solar and lunar data are the primary objective of the SAGE III ISS
mission, and limb scattering measurements serve as an experimental data product.
The calibration of the DMP will enable correction of pointing during instrument scans
of the atmosphere by providing a coordinate transformation between the coordinates
in which the DMP measurements are made and the scan head coordinates in which
the science measurements are made. The mathematical coordinate transformation
is used to relate disturbances at the base of the payload measured by the DMP to
the instrument scan head. The final relative orientations of the DMP and scan head
subsystems cannot be known before installation on ISS because of launch vibrations
that can cause the instruments to shift with respect to each other on the instrument
pallet. Therefore, calibration must occur on orbit as the ISS rotates to maintain its
attitude with respect to the local horizon. The derived coordinate transformation
will be applied to all event types on orbit. Absolute attitude determination is neces-
sary only for limb scattering measurements because this technique does not track an
emissive source with a known location as with solar and lunar events.
Improvements to the SAGE III data products can be as far reaching as retrieving
gaseous species data lower into the troposphere than the previous family of SAGE
instruments. Overall the techniques developed in this thesis provide additional tools
in the arsenal for improving science data, integrating information between separate
subsystems on the payload, and laying out the path to an independent attitude data
product derived from the DMP subsystem.
1.2 Organization of Thesis
SAGE III ISS is the latest in a line of Earth observing instruments that have roots
back to the Apollo program in 1975. SAGE III will contribute to the collective
knowledge of Earth’s stratospheric composition not only for ozone and aerosols but
also for several more trace gases. The passive remote-sensing measurement technique
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used by SAGE III, called occultation, measures light transmitted through Earth’s
atmosphere. Science data products result from a mathematical inversion algorithm
applied to transmitted light along slant paths (see Section 2.1).
The SAGE III ISS payload is comprised of several distinct subsystems which are
described in Chapter 2: the SAGE III instrument assembly, an actuator Hexapod
pointing system, contamination monitoring package, disturbance monitoring pack-
age, and a flight computer (see Section 2.1.2). This integrated payload works in
collaboration to facilitate science measurements and to ensure the safety of the sci-
ence instrument and quality of the science data. The position of the payload on ISS
will be on the starboard truss in a nadir-viewing configuration. The anticipated ISS
motions experienced by SAGE III are difficult to predict pre-launch. Attitude varia-
tions are monitored at several locations on station, but internal ISS bending modes
cause a unique attitude experience throughout station. The DMP will capture the
attitude changes of the SAGE III payload using three RLGs, one for each axis. The
Sensor Assembly (SA) captures an incomplete attitude providing both an azimuth
and elevation angle of the Sun measurements. But the SA can be used as a Sun
attitude sensor utilizing a novel approach.
Chapter 3 details the creation of a simulated data set of SA and DMP measure-
ments using actual ISS positions and attitudes from 2014 and the construction of each
SA and DMP attitude quaternion. A quaternion is a mathematical representation
of a rotation in three dimensional space and is discussed in detail in Section 2.2. It
is in the construction of the SA quaternion that the lack of a degree of freedom is
accounted for using the total rotation measurement from the DMP. With SA and
DMP input vectors, a robust coordinate transformation can be found using the op-
timal fast quaternion method as described in Section 3.2.1. The method solves the
classical attitude determination problem using two vectors in each coordinate system
as input to generate one coordinate transformation quaternion. The path forward for
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a limb scattering attitude determination method using the same simulated data set
is described in Section 3.3.
The results of applying the calibration method to the simulated data set with a
focus on providing answers needed for on-orbit operations are discussed in Chapter 4.
Each science event produces one SA and one DMP rotation axis vector. Vector pairs
are constructed by randomly sampling from a subset of all events. Coordinate trans-
formation quaternions are generated using the vector pairs as input to the optimal
fast quaternion method. One-thousand Monte Carlo simulations are performed to
generate average coordinate transformations for four test cases. Simulations are run
for levels of angular error down to 1 arcminute to show the relationship of the error
and error bars as a function of the number of combinations of rotation axes. Knowing
this error trend will allow the SAGE III DMP science team to decide on a reasonable
coordinate transformation error requirement for flight.
Baseline conditions are covered in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3, and flight-like condi-
tions are presented in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.4. “Baseline” indicates that the simulated
data are used as-is, whereas “flight-like” cases inject Gaussian error into the simulated
data sets based on subsystem measurement accuracies found during ground testing.
Statistical errors are quantified for important properties in order to incorporate the
calibration methods into the science inversion algorithm (see Section 4.4.6) and the
possible impacts of unexpected non-orthogonality of the DMP gyros are explored (see
Section 4.4.7).
The topics of Chapter 5 are the conclusions drawn from the Chapter 4 analyses
and future applications of this thesis research. Future work will primarily focus on





2.1 Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
The Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment III (SAGE III) on the International
Space Station (ISS) payload is a new atmospheric remote sensing science platform
that is currently scheduled for launch in early 2017 from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration’s (NASA) Kennedy Space Center (KSC). The payload will
be delivered to orbit in the unpressurized compartment of a Space Exploration Tech-
nologies Corporation (SpaceX) Dragon spacecraft during the Falcon 9 Commercial
Resupply Services (CRS) 10 mission. Using the ISS as a platform is attractive be-
cause power and data service are readily available, and because the orbit is ideal for
the desired latitude coverage. ISS orbital dynamics introduce new challenges into
the science data retrieval that have not needed to be addressed in previous, similar
missions. Jitter conditions on the ISS are largely unknown for science payloads, and
since SAGE III will be the first payload of its size to be deployed to the ExPRESS
(Expedite the Processing of Experiments to the Space Station) Logistics Carrier-4
(ELC-4) site, shown in Figure 1, there is little reference data to definitively predict
mechanical conditions. The ISS attitude is not stabilized with respect to the lo-
cal horizon, but rather wobbles slowly as a function of solar beta angle to achieve
a Torque Equilibrium Attitude (TEA). This prevents saturation of the four control
moment gyroscopes aboard ISS that are actuated to control station attitude. The
reported ISS attitude is unreliable at the ELC-4 site because the station exhibits
internal bending modes, a degree of freedom that is attitude-dependent and poorly




Figure 1: SAGE III Position on ISS. The position and orientation of the
SAGE III payload on ELC-4 is depicted.
the possibility of significant and intermittent payload vibrations must be anticipated
and handled. Failure to address these attitude uncertainties will negatively impact
science data retrievals.
The SAGE III ISS Project descends from a long line of Earth observing satel-
lites. Beginning with the Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement (SAM) in the 1970s,
SAGE, SAGE II, and most recently the SAGE III Meteor–3M mission (2002–2005,
sun-synchronous orbit) NASA has been monitoring Earth’s stratosphere from Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) for over 35 years. Three nearly identical SAGE III instruments
were built by Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corporation (Boulder, Colorado) under
contract to NASA’s Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia. The individual
instruments were given the three-letter designations M3M, ISS, and FOO, indicat-
ing respectively that the first mission had been slated to operate aboard Meteor–
3M (M3M), the second aboard the International Space Station, and the third was





















Figure 2: Solar Occultation Geometry. An illustration of a SAGE III ISS solar
occultation event shows the measurement location at the Tangent Point.
SAGE III ISS will continue to contribute to NASA’s Earth Observing System (EOS)
to better understand Earth’s climate and environment (McCormick, 1991; Bradley
et al., 1994).
The SAGE instruments provide vertical profiles of aerosols and trace gases and are
considered international standards in ozone and aerosol for accuracy and trending.
SAGE III instruments measure the light that transmits through atmospheric gases,
clouds, and aerosols using an emissive target such as the Sun or Moon. This method of
passive remote sensing, referred to as occultation and shown in Figure 2, can be used
to measure constituents in the stratosphere and upper troposphere. Atmospheric
constituents can scatter and/or absorb radiation from the target as a function of
wavelength. Occultation instruments measure the unattenuated balance of light along












the instrument science slit.
of the radiant target at
Produces a focused image
Pointing Subsystem
and performs vertical scanning across the disk.
scan mirror, which acquires the radiant target
Consists of an azimuth drive subsystem and a
Spectrometer Subsystem
InGaAs photodiode measures radiation at 1550 nm.
1 to 2 nm spectral resolution. An additional
Measures solar radiation from 280 to 1040 nm at
Figure 3: SAGE III Optics Illustration. Light from the radiant target enters
the telescope and is focused on the science slit in the SAGE III scan head.
present within the atmospheric path. The SAGE III instruments can perform both
solar and lunar occultations as well as limb scatter events that measure the scattering
of solar radiation by Earth’s atmosphere.
The SAGE III ISS Dall-Kirkham telescope focuses light from infinity onto the
science aperture. The rectangular science slit’s instantaneous field of view (IFOV)
is approximately 0.5×5.0 arcminutes, the smaller dimension being oriented along the
local vertical to limit the field stop to no more than 500 meters in altitude at the
tangent point. Through the science aperture, incident light falls onto a grating spec-
trometer that measures intensity as a function of wavelength by recording the induced
electron current across each pixel of a charge-coupled device (CCD) as depicted in
Figure 3. The SAGE III grating spectrometer is sensitive to wavelengths between
280 nm and 1040 nm with approximately 1–2 nm resolution, depending on where the
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light falls across the CCD. Light in these wavelengths are disbursed in the first or-
der onto the CCD from a holographically recorded plano–concave diffraction grating.
Additionally, a wide band 1550 nm Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) photodiode
measures light in the zeroth order for cloud and solar edge detection. Science channel
wavelengths may be selected during mission operations providing the flexibility to
add species to the data product without a significant impact to the hardware. Data
product retrieval is achieved using a mathematical inversion of the remote sensing
data.
2.1.1 The SAGE III Meteor–3M Mission
The former Russian Aviation and Space Agency, now known as Roskosmos (“Roskos-
mos”, the Russian Federal Space Agency) worked in close cooperation with NASA
to provide a flight for one of the SAGE III instruments aboard a newly-designed
Meteor{3M (Meteor–3M) spacecraft (Roberts et al., 1996).
SAGE III aboard Meteor–3M was launched from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Ka-
zakhstan at 17:18:57 UTC on 10 December 2001. A Ukrainian-built Zenit-2 (Zenit-
2, meaning “Zenith-2”) rocket carried the satellite payload, logged as Meteor–3M-N1
(the first flight of a Meteor–3M spacecraft) into a nearly-polar sun-synchronous orbit.
Power to SAGE III was activated on 17 December 2001, after which the instrument
was placed into a standby mode for a period of outgassing and spacecraft qualifi-
cation (Chu et al., 2002). Solar measurements commenced on 27 February 2002,
and the first lunar measurement was made on 4 March 2002. Between occultation
events, the instrument exercised its programmatic flexibility to accomplish limb scat-
tering measurements. The regular science data product is available from 7 May 2002
through 31 December 2005. After the Russian spacecraft suffered a power supply
failure from which it could not recover, the SAGE III mission was officially ended
10
Table 1: SAGE Instrument History. Shown is a summary of the lineage of the























































on 6 March 2006. The Meteor–3M instrument provided over 3.5 years of high lati-
tude observations that have contributed to the record used by NASA’s Earth Science
Enterprise (ESE) for the understanding and analysis of geophysical trends.
Table 1 details the heritage of SAGE instruments and lists the species retrieved
from each instrument. SAGE III Meteor–3M has provided the widest suite of species
including aerosol extinctions at 9 wavelengths (385, 448, 521, 596, 676, 754, 868, 1019,
and 1550 nm).
Achieving a data product suitable for validation and analysis by the scientific
community is a complex procedure. After the raw (Level 0) data are collected the
data processing algorithm shown in Figure 4 is used. A full description of each step
is given in Damadeo et al. (2013). For the purpose of this thesis only the relevant
steps are described in detail.
Instrument boresight pointing determines the location on the solar disk from which
11
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Figure 4: SAGE Algorithm Version 7.0 Flow. This outline of the SAGE
algorithm was adapted directly from Damadeo et al. (2013).
the measured solar radiation originated. This is essential to the science retrieval be-
cause atmospheric transmission must be determined as a ratio relative to the incident
light. Boresight pointing also provides the measurement tangent point that maps
measurements to a latitude, longitude, and altitude on Earth. For solar occultations
on SAGE III Meteor–3M, the radiometric top and bottom edges of the Sun were used
along with a fixed scan head nadir orientation to establish instrument boresight point-
ing. An edge was defined as a mathematical inflection point in the measured limb
darkening curve. The center of the Sun was determined from these edge measure-
ments, and the Science Computing Facility (SCF) version of the geopositioning soft-
ware package Science Data Processing (SDP) Toolkit was used to determine absolute
instrument scan mirror pointing. Taking into account refraction by the atmosphere,
the tangent point is the point on the (potentially curved) line-of-sight between the
instrument and Sun that is closest to the Earth’s surface as seen in Figure 2. The
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geodetic latitude, longitude, and altitude of this point defines the location of the re-
trieved science data product. For the Edges and Pointing step in the Transmission
algorithm of Figure 4, each data packet is mapped to the corresponding position on
the Sun. This is accomplished by driving the instrument scan mirror at a constant
rate of motion, allowing each data packet to be interpolated to a location on the Sun.
The Meteor–3M satellite provided a stable environment for optical geolocation with
SAGE III. Because Meteor–3M was a three-axis stabilized spacecraft there was little
concern for jitter, and therefore the aforementioned process of finding solar centers
met pointing knowledge requirements.
Extinction of sunlight from atmospheric constituents increases as the line-of-sight
passes lower into Earth’s atmosphere. The bottom of the Sun is more distorted than
the top because of refraction. It is increasingly difficult to detect the bottom edge of
the Sun relative to the spacecraft when it passes below the tropopause. The exercise
is rendered impossible by interference from cloud ceilings or when the solar edge
falls below Earth’s horizon. Lower altitude retrievals were performed on Meteor–3M
data by calculating an “apparent” scan rate from the edge time series and assuming
that rate remained fixed when the bottom edge was lost. The apparent rate is a
combination of the constant, known scan mirror rate and extrapolated motion of the
spacecraft. Low altitude data were acquired using a transmission algorithm termed
“Rate Fix”. The algorithm linearly extrapolates the slope of the apparent scan rate
to estimate transmission lower in the troposphere. The addition of a shift and stretch
function smooths some of the noise introduced by Rate Fix and in the raw data.
Of the data collected during the Meteor–3M mission, the data below 10 km were
available in the product less than 75% of the time as shown in Figure 5. Lower than
5 km the percentage drops to 25% or less.
Although the post-processing boresight pointing algorithm described above has






























Figure 5: SAGE III Meteor–3M Altitude Data Product Frequency vs.
Latitude. For solar occultation the frequency is the percentage of the total data
products for which the data were available at a given latitude and altitude.
mission it is desired to better account for spacecraft motions and consequently improve
the data usability lower into the troposphere. The addition of a payload angular rate
sensor that can precisely track attitude is a practicable and promising method. To
summarize, the local geometric bottom of the solar disk during occultation measure-
ments at low altitudes is often obscured, making it difficult to accurately determine
where the instrument is pointing on the Sun and diminishing retrieval accuracy. Rate
sensor information in post-processing is expected to improve pointing accuracy and
the retrieval of SAGE III ISS science products. If the process can be refined to gather
data lower than 10 km and on a more consistent basis, this would extend the scientific
































Figure 6: The SAGE III ISS Payload. The individual subsystems of the
SAGE III ISS payload are listed.
provide new insights into upper tropospheric chemistry.
2.1.2 The Future: SAGE III ISS
Plans to deploy SAGE III ISS are currently under way. The SAGE III payload will
be integrated onto a nadir-viewing platform and attached to the ELC-4 on the ISS
no earlier than January 2017. Figure 6 details the components of the SAGE III
payload and how they are arranged on the ExPRESS Payload Adapter (ExPA). The
ELC-4 provides a mechanical mounting surface, electrical power, and command and
data handling. The ISS achieves a TEA more than 75% of the time, which seeks to
minimize solar, magnetic, drag, and gravitational gradient interactions. The Local
Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH) Coordinate System for the ISS is defined in Figure 7,
where the +X-axis is along the velocity vector, the +Z-axis is towards the center of
mass of the Earth (the nadir direction), and the +Y-axis completes a right handed








Figure 7: ISS Coordinate System. A Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH)
Reference Coordinate System is defined for the ISS. The X–Z-plane is the osculating
orbital plane. The Y-axis completes the rotating right-handed Cartesian coordinate
system and is directed opposite the orbital angular momentum vector.
The SAGE III Meteor–3M mission described in Section 2.1.1 made measurements
exclusively at upper latitudes in both hemispheres, whereas the ISS mission will
cover the middle to lower latitudes. Using the same occultation method as SAGE III
Meteor–3M, SAGE III ISS will retrieve atmospheric state and chemistry data prod-
ucts. Accurate data retrievals rely on precise pointing knowledge of the Sensor Assem-
bly (SA) scan head with respect to both the Sun and Earth. ISS orbital and tumbling
mechanics must be taken into account when predicting and planning SAGE III data
gathering event opportunities. The ISS operational schedule must also be considered.
For example, the ISS altitude is typically descending as a result of drag. To com-
pensate, periodic re-boosts by visiting vehicles are performed, which abruptly change
the ISS position relative to Earth and hence the expected solar acquisition coordi-
nates. The ISS attitude angles (roll, pitch, and yaw with respect to the +X-axis and
LVLH coordinates) are also irregular and must be taken into account. Mechanical
disturbances to the ISS occur during spacecraft docking events, which also produce
significant changes to the ISS TEA while the visiting vehicle remains docked. The
16
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Figure 8: HREP Star Tracker Attitude Time Series. The roll, pitch, and yaw
attitude variations shown over the course of one day are taken with respect to the
+X-axis and LVLH coordinates.
many possible sources of jitter include docking and capture events, ISS bending modes
of vibration, crew and robotic movements, and solar panel articulations.
ISS attitude data have been collected on orbit by the Hyperspectral Imager for
the Coastal Ocean (HICO) and the Remote Atmospheric and Ionospheric Detection
System (RAIDS) Experimental Payload (HREP) star tracker since 2009. Analyzing
data from October 2009 through June 2011 provides some insight into ISS disturbance
severity and duration. Docking events are by far the most disruptive, but are not
common occurrences. The time series in Figure 8 demonstrates that on a daily basis
the typical roll and pitch variations tend to be on the order of a half of a degree,
whereas the yaw variation can be twice as much.
As described in more detail in Section 3.1.1 on page 34, the ISS reports coarse


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































to the payloads. Later, NASA corrects the coarse attitude into a high-accuracy
Reconstructed ISS Attitude data product. To illustrate why attitude determination
local to the SAGE III payload is still a necessary substitute for the Reconstructed
ISS Attitude in atmospheric retrievals, Figure 9 compares that data set with the
HREP star tracker data for nearly two years. The discrepancy between the two data
sets, meaning the excursions from the mean biases in each axis between the data
sets over the time series, are caused by the difference in location aboard the ISS
between the attitude determination systems. Thermal and external torque driven
deflections of the ISS structure translate into measured attitude differences. The
HREP star tracker was located on the Japanese Experiment Module (JEM) Kibo
Exposed Facility, while SAGE III on ELC-4 will be located on the starboard truss
segment #3. Figure 9 specifies the mean biases of each axis and the 4-σ standard
deviations. Correlations with the ISS orbit solar beta angle (depicted in red) can be
discerned. The 4-σ deviation in the Y-axis would translate to approximately 5 km
in altitude at the limb for SAGE III measurements, which would adversely affect the
science data product if used for absolute attitude determination.
The Hexapod Mechanical Assembly (HMA) shown in Figure 6 will be used to
mitigate the effects of roll and pitch variations up to ±8◦ during science events. The
instrument communicates with the HMA to position the SA, and the HMA returns
the azimuth offset value to the instrument. The instrument assembly scan head
accounts for variation in yaw as it has greater than 360◦ rotation capability.
Solar occultation measurements are the primary science objective followed by
lunar occultations and limb scattering events. If conditions are ideal, a typical orbit
can consist of a Sunrise and Sunset, a Moonrise or Moonset, and a limb scatter event
(Thornton and Hall, 2013) as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: SAGE III ISS Typical Orbit Operations. All three science event
types may be captured in one orbit.
2.1.2.1 DMP Specifications and Requirements
A trade study (Cutright, 2011) by the SAGE III ISS Project led to the selection of a
Honeywell Miniature Inertial Measurement Unit (MIMU) to be used as the DMP for
monitoring the mechanical environment of the payload. The MIMU employs three
Honeywell GG1320 Ring Laser Gyroscopes (RLGs) to measure angular rates in three
orthogonal axes. RLGs sense rotation rates similar to the Sagnac effect, which is
observed in a beam of light that is split and made to travel the same closed path
in opposite directions. The beams are then brought back together, and a detector
measures their spatial interference pattern. The relative phase shift between the
beams at the point of interference corresponds to the angular rotation rate of the
apparatus on the sensitive axis. This is because the total path length traveled by the
laser light around the ring in one direction will differ from the path length traveled
by the counter propagating beam if the ring is rotating around its axis with respect
to inertial space. RLGs are configured so that the laser resonance cavity itself forms
the ring, and so a frequency shift is observed with rotation rather than a phase
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shift because the effective length of the cavity differs depending on the direction of
propagation around the ring. This produces two counter propagating lasing modes
with frequencies that are increasingly different with greater rotation rates. Instead
of a changing spatial interference pattern, the detector measures a beat frequency
(temporal interference pattern) between the counter propagating modes. In the case
of the three RLGs in the MIMU, each RLG will measure the rotation rate of the
SAGE III payload in one axis. The gyros are orthogonal to each other creating a
conventional right-handed X-Y-Z coordinate frame by which to measure rotations
~ωX , ~ωY , and ~ωZ .
To improve measurement accuracy, the SAGE III RLGs use mechanical dither,
path length control, and random drift improvement (Armenise et al., 2011). While
RLGs may be configured to operate without moving parts, such configurations are
generally susceptible to effects that can severely diminish accuracy under certain
mechanical conditions, such as occurs when rotation about the sensitive axis is very
slow (smaller than about 100◦/hr). In this case, the low rotation rate produces
nearly identical frequencies in the two counter propagating laser modes. As with
the SAGE III DMP, RLGs typically employ mirrors to establish a closed ring path.
Injection locking occurs (in the conduction electrons) at the mirrors when the counter
propagating frequencies are sufficiently close, causing the two laser modes to lock
together in frequency and the measured rotation rate to be zero. This is referred to
as “lock-in” and is similar to mechanical oscillator lock. At very low rotation rates,
lock-in will cause the measured total rotation to be zero over an arbitrarily large
rotation angle. To prevent lock-in the gyros are mechanically modulated on torsion
springs around the ring axis with a peak-to-peak amplitude of about 500 arcseconds.
This modulation, called “dither”, ensures that the RLGs maintain a minimum angular
rate at the center of oscillation to prevent lock-in and is subtracted from the output
data in a process called “dither stripping”. To reduce sensitivity to noise and improve
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stability of gyro bias and scale factor performance, path length control is introduced
to ensure maximum laser intensity and prevent laser mode hopping. The mirrors are
piezoelectrically driven to control the length of the laser beam path around the gyro.
Similarly, random drift improvement drives the mirrors differentially to determine the
minimum mode coupling magnitude for the mirrors and controls them to maintain
the minimum. Coupling between the laser modes can cause an increase in bias and
random drift.
The SAGE III Project requested the implementation of a 2nd order Butterworth
lowpass digital filter with 100 Hz cutoff to limit higher frequency mechanical noise.
The principal frequencies of concern to boresight pointing and hence the science prod-
uct are 64 Hz and below derived from the instrument sampling rate. An ideal lowpass
filter cannot be achieved in practical applications. Butterworth filters, however, pro-
vide a desired maximally flat gain and minimal phase shift in the passband below





1 + a1z−1 + a2z−2
. (1)
The DMP filter coefficients are in Table 2.
Table 2: Butterworth Filter Coefficients. Values of the coefficients used in the







Two interfaces are used to retrieve data from the DMP: an RS-422 synchronous
serial interface transmitted at 200 Hz and a military standard 1553 serial bus trans-
mitted at 1 Hz. The interface adapter module (IAM) on the SAGE III payload stores
and packages the DMP data into a telemetry matrix, and then streams the data to
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the ISS for downlink to the ground. The telemetry stream consists of built-in test
parameters to monitor system status and the compensated gyro angles from the three
RLGs. The angles are compensated in software for bias, scale factor, temperature
effects, and input axis misalignment or non-orthogonality. This 200 Hz output is the
integral of the angular rates measured internally at 1600 Hz by the RLGs and digitally
filtered with the above 2nd order Butterworth filter. The RLGs output angle instead
of rate to provide the end-user with a product that can account for data dropouts.
If packet loss occurs the end-user can use the angular position differences to produce
a mean rotation rate for the RLG covering the dropout period. Reporting angular
rate, on the other hand, does not track how the RLG has rotated prior to the current
measurement time period.
During launch vibration loading, the RLG sensor block is expected to move on the
internal isolation grommets by up to 15 arcminutes. These grommets mechanically
isolate the solid sensor block from the DMP mounting chassis to prevent dither-
induced vibrations above 300 Hz from transmitting out to the payload. The sensor
block itself is monolithic and will likely maintain the orthogonality of the three RLGs.
Therefore, while there is almost no chance that RLG orthogonality will be affected
during launch, the final coordinate system orientation of the DMP with respect to
the payload will not be precisely known until SAGE III is on orbit and a calibration
is completed. Deriving and testing a calibration procedure from simulated payload
data is one of the principal drives of this thesis.
2.1.2.2 SAGE III Attitude Measurements
While there are many subsystems on the SAGE III ISS payload, the three that will be
used for attitude determination are the DMP, HMA, and the instrument SA. Their
configuration is shown in Figure 6 on page 15. The purpose of the HMA is to control
the coarse pointing of the scan head (which is mounted directly on top of the HMA)
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to correct for the drifting TEA. With course knowledge of the ISS TEA, the HMA
will position the scan head to within 1◦ of nadir prior to a science event to ensure
atmospheric scans are vertical. The SA initially senses the Sun or Moon position
with wide-field bicells, and the pointing subsystem azimuth motor and elevation scan
mirror control the fine azimuth and elevation pointing to conduct occultation scans.
The DMP is positioned in the middle of the HMA directly below the SA.
For producing a simulated data set in the present investigation, the HMA and
SA will be considered as one attitude measurement. Specifically, the data will be
treated as if the instrument were a Sun position sensor, reporting the attitude of
the center of the Sun at the beginning and ending exoatmospheric scan of a given
event within a known attitude error. In practice, the Sun centers will be derived from
the scan data. See Section 3.1.3 on page 37 for specifications on the simulated SA
data. The HMA is a pointing system consisting of six linear actuators. It reports
its attitude in telemetry in the form of quaternions, both a commanded quaternion
and measured quaternion. This HMA attitude is defined as the HMA upper reference
frame rotation (the top ring of the HMA) with respect to the ISS LVLH reference
frame (Alenia Spazio, 2005). The SA boresight attitude with respect to the HMA
upper reference frame is reported in spherical coordinates, where the elevation and
azimuth angles are provided in SA telemetry. To view the HMA/SA system as one
measurement the attitudes can be combined as shown in Thornton (2013). This
method was used in ground testing during the Sunlook/Moonlook tests, which are
outdoor ground tests of the instrument’s solar and lunar measurements. In this test
setup the Hexapod had not yet been integrated into the payload, so an external motor
was used for coarse pointing.
When the DMP is mounted to the ExPA, the orientation of the measurement
coordinate system with respect to the HMA/SA coordinate system will be known.
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Table 3: Measurement Accuracy. A summary of the measurement accuracies for
each subsystem that provides attitude measurements.






























However, after being subjected to launch vibration loading, the DMP RLGs are ex-
pected to change orientation as the internal isolation grommets slip (as previously
described at the end of Section 2.1.2.1).
The accuracy for each of the attitude measurements is described in Table 3 with
SA information from Hill (2014) and Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp. (2012),
HMA from Alenia Spazio (1998), and DMP from Honeywell International Inc. (2010).
Telemetry for the three subsystems will be downlinked daily on orbit from the solid
state memory card (SSMC) in the IAM. The data rates for the three subsystems vary.
The DMP reports science data at both 200 Hz and 1 Hz. The instrument control
electronics (ICE) reports instrument science data at 64 Hz and health and status at
1 Hz. The HMA reports data only at 1 Hz. Therefore, when performing coordinate
transformations and filtering (to be discussed in complete detail in Chapter 3), inter-
polations will be used. On orbit the 64 Hz data will be used for the SA since science
events are the data portions of interest. The 200 Hz DMP data can be interpolated to
find a corresponding attitude for each 64 Hz science packet. Ideally the HMA position
reported at 1 Hz will be used for all 64 science packets for that second. HMA data
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stability is assumed because the HMA will not move during a science event. Once it
is commanded to a position just prior to a science event, that position is held until
the event is completed.
2.2 Attitude Determination
Attitude determination and control (also known as guidance, navigation, and con-
trol) is a well-recognized engineering discipline in space exploration and space science.
Generally making use of two types of systems, sensors and actuators, the objective
is to determine and correct spacecraft orientation based on mission objectives. In
the case of SAGE III ISS the space station exercises an attitude control system with-
out regard to the science needs of SAGE III. Although the ISS orbits in the TEA a
majority of the time, even in this orientation it is unknown at the ELC-4 location
how much mechanical disturbance and external torque-induced deflection will be ob-
served. There are many possibilities for disturbances (energized ISS bending modes,
crew movement, docking events, etc.) that cannot be known prior to the installation
of SAGE III. Therefore, relative attitude determination (for post analysis disturbance
corrections to the solar and lunar occultation scan rates) and absolute attitude deter-
mination (for limb scattering) will be employed at the site of the SAGE III payload
using the sensors available. However, there will be no active feedback control aspect
to the system during science events because the payload does not have a full attitude
sensor/actuator control loop. While the HMA is in fact a set of attitude control actu-
ators, it is not used as part of an active attitude sensor/actuator control loop during
science events.
A brief overview of the coordinate transformation methods and parameterizations
is adapted from Wertz (1978). The three most common attitude representations
are the direction cosine matrix (DCM), Euler angles, and quaternions. The DCM
defines a rotation between two coordinate systems as represented in Equation 2,
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where C ij = û i · â j, the cosine of the angle between unit vectors û i and â j. The
orthonormal basis of a rotated coordinate system is formed by û1, û2, and û3, while
























In most cases the matrix C ij is orthonormal because the two sets of unit basis vectors
are orthogonal.
Euler angles are perhaps the simplest parameterization to visualize because there
is a more intuitive physical interpretation of yaw, pitch, and roll. A single sequence
of three elemental rotations about moving coordinate axes is sufficient to define the
rotation of one coordinate system to another using Euler angles. Twelve sequences
of three elemental rotations exist for both extrinsic (fixed coordinate system) and
intrinsic (rotating coordinate system, such as yaw-pitch-roll) rotations. An example
of a 3-1-3 or z-x-z sequence is shown in Equation 3.
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This transformation represents first a rotation of coordinate axes about the z-axis
by angle ψ ∈ [−π, π], followed by a rotation about the resulting x-axis by angle
θ ∈ [0, π], and finishes with a rotation about the resulting z-axis by angle φ ∈ [−π, π].
The leading disadvantage to any Euler angle sequence is the loss of a rotational degree
of freedom when one of the Euler angles reaches a critical value. For example, when
θ → 0 in the above sequence, the center rotation matrix is the identity matrix. The
first rotation ψ in this sequence leaves the z-axis unchanged, the second rotation is
the identity matrix, and the third rotation φ is yet another rotation around the z-
axis. Therefore, when θ → 0, the rotation axis locks to the z-axis and both ψ and φ
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represent the same rotational degree of freedom around z. The rotational degree of
freedom around y is lost. This can be seen by setting θ = 0, multiplying the two z
rotations, and recalling the sum and difference trigonometric identities for sine and
cosine. The transformation at θ = 0 becomes
A313(φ, 0, ψ) =


cos (φ+ ψ) sin (φ+ ψ) 0





This condition, a rotation around the initial z-axis by angle φ+ψ, corresponds to the
polar degeneracy that leads to rotational Gimbal lock, or the loss of the third degree
of freedom in an attitude control system that employs Euler angles. Another example
of this singularity in a yaw-pitch-roll (3-2-1) rotation sequence is when pitch → 90◦.
In this case, the rotated x-axis takes the place of the original z-axis, and the yaw and
roll represent the same degree of freedom—namely the orientation of the coordinate
system in space about the newly rotated x-axis.
Euler symmetric parameters, commonly referred to as quaternions, have some
advantages over Euler angles. There are no trigonometric functions to reduce com-
putational speed, no degeneracies that limit rotational degrees of freedom, and there
is a convenient product rule for successive rotations. William Rowan Hamilton dis-
covered quaternions in 1843 while searching for a way to multiply triples in an at-
tempt to define points in three-dimensional space with a hypercomplex represen-
tation. Instead, he found a method (Hamilton, 1844) to multiply unit quadruples
q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k = q0 + q to represent rotations based on the hypercomplex
multiplication rules in Equation 5.
i 2 = j 2 = k 2 = ijk = −1. (5)
This four-dimensional representation of three-dimensional rotations is an extension of
the complex numbers. Quaternions are composed of a scalar q0 and a three-vector q
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(with components q1, q2, and q3). These four components are mapped to a complex
number with three imaginary parts, or a hypercomplex number of rank 4. The addi-
tional topological dimension adds a degree of freedom that actually avoids the Gimbal
lock degeneracy described previously. A caveat of the quaternion representation as
will be seen shortly is that unit quaternions are a double-cover of the three dimen-
sional rotations, meaning there exist two distinct quaternion rotation operators to
describe every unique rotation in three dimensional space. This topology complicates
some forms of computation, such as finding mean quaternions and derivatives.
All of the quaternion complex number multiplication rules can be derived from
Equation 5. For example, to find jk , take ijk = −1 from Equation 5 and multiply on
the left by i . This yields −jk = −i or jk = i . Note that these multiplication rules
are not commutative. For example, kj = −i .








3 = 1. Unit
quaternions can be described by the Euler rotation angle Φ and the Euler rotational
axis ê as shown in Equations 6 and 7. With a known Euler angle and axis, quaternions

































Note that for the rotation represented by a given quaternion, the direction of the
axis of rotation ê is captured in the vector portion q = ê sin Φ
2
, and the right-handed






constant term in the vector portion just serves to reduce the length of axis ê
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to normalize the quaternion when the scalar portion is added in quadrature with the
vector portion. Multiplication by sin Φ
2
does not change the direction of the rotation
axis.) Quaternion normalization is of particular importance in practical applica-
tions because unit quaternions are used to implement length-preserving rotations to
three-vectors, and the set of all unit quaternions forms a double cover to the special
orthogonal group SO(3) of rotation matrices. Quaternion normalization should oc-
cur regularly during analysis to minimize creep from computational round-off error.
The optimal method to normalize quaternions when computational error has been
evenly partitioned among the four components as derived in Bar-Itzhack (1971) and
Giardina et al. (1975) is
q̂ =









In general, normalization by Equation 9 will not preserve the angle of rotation, al-
though it will preserve the direction of the rotation axis. In some cases, the rota-
tion angle will be precisely known, and normalizations to minimize computational
round-off error will be applied to the length of the rotation axis only to preserve
the angle. Note that for quaternion conjugate q∗ = q0 − q the norm of quaternion








3. For the set of unit quaternions, the
quaternion inverse q−1 is equal to the quaternion conjugate q∗.
Multiplication of quaternions is not commutative, therefore quaternions form a
non-commutative division ring (Kuipers, 1999). Quaternion multiplication is defined
in Equation 10 where the dot and cross products retain their vector definitions.
pq = p0q0 − p · q + p0q + q0p+ p× q. (10)
Now that quaternions and their multiplication have been defined, sequences of quater-
nion rotation will be discussed. Quaternion rotation is defined as
a = qbq∗, (11)
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where the pre-rotated vector b is represented by the pure quaternion (scalar part
equal to zero) in the multiplication sequence, and q∗ is the inverse or conjugate of
unit rotation quaternion q. The rotated vector is represented by pure quaternion a.
Successive rotations are represented by quaternion multiplication. For example, a
rotation q applied to vector b followed by a second rotation p applied to the result
of q is defined as
c = p(qbq∗)p∗ = (pq)b(pq)∗. (12)
This is equivalent to applying pq to b using quaternion multiplication rules.
To perform statistical analyses of the efficacy of methods in this thesis to find
coordinate transformation quaternions, the mean of a sample of derived quaternions
must be computed. Quaternion averaging cannot be performed in a conventional
manner. There are two problems that prevent the traditional vector average from
working correctly for quaternions. First, the resulting average quaternion would not
in general be a unit quaternion, meaning not a length-preserving rotation. Second,
as asserted earlier, the unit quaternions form a double cover of the space of three
dimensional rotations. Note that quaternions −q and q represent the same rotation
since (−q)b(−q∗) = qbq∗. The unit quaternions are therefore topologically distinct
from the real number system. Because q and −q will define the same rotation, they
should have the same effect on an average rather than averaging to zero. Accounting
for quaternion topology to derive an average quaternion is well treated in Markley







where wi is an optional weighting factor for each quaternion qi in the mean. The
eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue ofM is the average quaternion.
Attitude measurements come in many forms. They can have different coordinate
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systems and can be expressed in any of the parameterizations described above. Con-
version between the direction cosine matrix, Euler angles, and quaternions exist and
will be applied in this research when necessary. Quaternions will be extensively used





High fidelity simulation is essential to robust vetting of the coordinate transformation
and attitude determination algorithms before the SAGE III ISS launch. Modeling the
behavior of the relevant subsystems is a complicated process that involves data from
the Houston Operations Support Center (HOSC), documentation provided on the
SA, Hexapod, and DMP, and ISS orbit and attitude modeling in Systems Tool Kit
(STK). Simulations are performed to explore algorithmic error bars and sensitivities
and to streamline the computation process. The goal is to provide a finished process
that can be readily used when SAGE III is on orbit.
Several software programs and programming languages are utilized to simulate
the relevant SAGE III data. Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB), produced by Math-
Works, Inc. of Natick, Massachusetts, is used extensively to calculate the coordinate
transformations and the attitude filter. MATLAB is an ideal platform for these com-
putations since it was created for efficiency in matrix operations. The ISS orbit and
attitude are modeled by STK along with data from CelesTrak, both of which are
products of Analytical Graphics, Inc. of Exton, Pennsylvania. CelesTrak is managed
by Dr. T.S. Kelso through the Center for Space Standards & Innovation (CSSI), a
research arm of Analytical Graphics, Inc. that provides orbital element data sets for
propagators. Python and awk are used to read and convert data files for portability
between analysis tools, such as STK to MATLAB. All software products developed
during the course of this research are controlled under the Apache Subversion revi-
sioning and version control system in accordance with software best practices.
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3.1.1 Broadcast Ancillary Data
To simulate ISS attitudes, realistic attitude data are obtained and converted to STK
attitude files. ISS reports Broadcast Ancillary Data (BAD) detailing station vehicle
information including location, attitude, and environmental states. On orbit the BAD
packets are sent to all payloads via MIL-STD-1553. The historical data sets are ideal
for use in simulation because they represent actual, measured attitudes and attitude
rates from a given platform aboard ISS. As explained in detail in Section 2.1.2 with
reference to Figure 9 on page 18, these data cannot be used to discern SAGE III
payload attitudes on orbit to the precision needed by the science retrieval algorithm
because of significant and uncharacterized internal bending degrees of freedom of the
ISS structure. The HREP example in Chapter 2 illustrates the significant, time vary-
ing deviations between the HREP star tracker and the Reconstructed ISS Attitude
caused by ISS bending modes. On orbit the DMP will support SAGE III attitude
determination as it is directly mounted to the payload. But for purposes of simulating
the expected DMP and SA data, the BAD is the most representative ISS attitude
product available. There are two forms of BAD distinguished by Application Iden-
tifier (APID). The 10 Hz packet with APID 2000 is transmitted to all the payloads
on station. In addition, a 1 Hz version of the BAD with APID 1074 is sent to the
ground.
BAD with APID 1074 is available to ISS payload personnel by request via the
HOSC using their secure Enhanced HOSC System (EHS) web interface. The binary
packets for the specified time period are transferred via File Transfer Protocol (FTP).
To simulate the packets that will be received by the SAGE III payload, the binary
format is converted to resemble the on-orbit APID 2000 packet. Once this has been
completed, the BAD attitude data are exported to the STK attitude file format.
A Python program was developed to pull the LVLH attitude quaternions from the










Figure 11: ISS Axes Definitions. The ISSP defined custom axes are a rotation
of the STK LVLH default. The ISSP X-axis is coincident with the LVLH Y-axis, the
ISSP Y-axis is in the opposite direction of the LVLH Z-axis, and the ISSP Z-axis is
in the opposite direction of the LVLH X-axis.
Information Interchange (ASCII) attitude file. The ISS LVLH coordinate system is
depicted in Figure 7 on page 16 and described in Section 2.1.2. To apply BAD to the
ISS satellite in STK a custom set of axes is necessary to rotate the predefined ISS
body axes to match the International Space Station Program (ISSP) definition. Both
sets of axes are shown in Figure 11 with the STK LVLH default in blue and the custom
axes derived from the ISSP definition in black. For the purposes of this simulation
BAD were obtained for the time period 2 February 2014 through 6 April 2014.
3.1.2 Simulating the ISS Orbit
Converting the high fidelity attitude data from BAD and utilizing it in STK is
computationally and procedurally intensive. Creating and using STK-readable or-
bital ephemerides from BAD would be equally complex and time consuming but
would lack any benefit for attitude simulation in comparison to more typical and less
time consuming method of orbit propagation. North American Aerospace Defense
Command (NORAD) two-line element (TLE) sets are obtained from CelesTrak at
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http://celestrak.com/ to determine the orbital position of the ISS for the anal-
ysis time period. TLEs define the six Keplerian orbital elements at an epoch time:
eccentricity, inclination, mean anomaly, argument of perigee, right ascension of the
ascending node, and mean motion. The TLE data are imported into STK. Perturba-
tions from the classical Keplerian (or osculating) orbits are not captured within any
individual TLE set. To model perturbations from both gravitational asymmetries
and drag forcing it is essential to choose an accurate propagator empirically tuned
to the orbital regime. The Simplified General Perturbations 4 (SGP4) propagator is
used to propagate ephemerides for objects and spacecraft in Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
with an error of approximately 1 km at epoch. SGP4 provides the high fidelity orbital
perturbations that are more than sufficient for this simulation.
ISS Solar beta angle, or the signed angle between the ISS osculating orbital plane
and the vector to the Sun, has a significant influence on the SAGE III mission. Sci-
ence events cannot be performed at beta angles less than −60◦ or greater than +60◦
because of the stratospheric homogeneity assumption used in the post-processing sci-
ence inversion algorithm. Stratospheric occultation measurements that remain within
a small latitude band during a single science event are altitude layer homogeneous
because the stratosphere has a high degree of zonal homogeneity. The problem at
more extreme beta angles occurs when SAGE III tracks the Sun slowly over the
course of a single event as it rises or sets through a large variation in tangent point
latitudes. In this case, the assumption of altitude layer homogeneity in the strato-
sphere is not valid, and the science retrieval is poor. Therefore, the simulated data
sets were generated over a full beta cycle within the beta angle constraints to see if
and how measurements differ over the full beta angle range. As shown in Figure 12
the time period of 2 February 2014 through 6 April 2014 covers a beta angle range
of approximately −59.0◦ to 58.8◦. The data from this time period will be the focus of
the simulations.
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Figure 12: ISS Beta Angle. Shown is the range of beta angles over the chosen
time period of simulated ISS data.
3.1.3 Modeling the SA in STK
The SA is modeled as a sensor attached to the ISS object in STK. The SA pointing
subsystem azimuth resolver data are simulated at the same rate and precision as
SAGE III will provide on orbit. The elevation resolver data track the center of the
Sun unlike the vertical boresight scanning that happens on orbit. Since only two
Sun vectors are used during each occultation measurement to derive the DMP-to-SA
coordinate transformation, one near the beginning of the exoatmospheric scan series
and one near the end, it is assumed that the position of the center of the Sun will
be extracted from the scan data to construct these vectors. Avoiding unnecessary
complexity, the STK sensor object specifications are as follows:
• Located at the center of mass of ISS
• Simple conic with half angle of 1◦
• Tracking the Sun in “Receive” mode to correct for the speed of light














Figure 13: STK Azimuth and Elevation Angle Definitions. The simulated
SA boresight azimuth and elevation are measured with respect to ISS body reference
planes in STK.
The grazing altitude access constraint was initially modeled as 0 km to 280 km, how-
ever, on-orbit Sun measurements lower than 100 km begin to introduce an excursion
of the apparent Sun position from its inertial position because of atmospheric re-
fraction, which is not ideal for correlation with the DMP. Because exoatmospheric
measurements will be used on orbit to track rotation in inertial space, the simulated
data reflect this.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the SA provides a boresight azimuth and elevation
angle for each Sun center measurement. In STK these two angles are referenced to
the SAGE III sensor object as follows. As shown in Figure 13, the azimuth reference
plane is defined as the plane normal to the ISSP body Y-axis. The elevation reference
plane is defined as the plane normal to the ISSP body Z-axis. Because these planes
are defined by body axes, they will rotate with ISS attitude changes. Both planes
pass through the center of ISS and serve as reference planes to the actual azimuth
and elevation motions of the SA boresight. The elevation angle is defined as the angle
between the boresight vector and the elevation reference plane (i.e., the plane of 0◦
elevation) with positive elevations opposite the direction of the ISSP body +Z-axis.
The boresight azimuth reference vector is a projection of the boresight vector into the
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elevation plane. The azimuth angle φ is then the angle between the azimuth reference
vector and the azimuth reference plane, with 0◦ azimuth mapped to the ISSP +X-axis
ram direction. STK always reports the smallest signed angle between a vector and a
plane. To map this angle into an azimuth range of [−180◦, 180◦], an “azimuth sign
angle” was defined as the angle between the ISSP body +X-axis and the projection
of the boresight vector into the azimuth reference plane. The azimuth sign angle is
used to correct the azimuth angle in MATLAB using the logic in Table 4.
Table 4: Azimuth Correction Logic Table. The STK azimuth angle is mapped






> 90 > 0 φ→ 180◦ − φ
> 90 < 0 φ→ −180◦ − φ
< 90 > 0 None
< 90 < 0 None
The STK report generation tool is used to extract simulated azimuth and elevation
data from the SAGE III sensor. Figure 14 illustrates a simulated Sun sensor during
a science event. This was achieved by importing ISS TLE into STK and using the
SGP4 propagator as described above. The STK output file reports solar acquisition
data consisting of azimuth and elevation angles in degrees at 64 Hz closely simulating
SA on-orbit data during science events. Only solar events are simulated in STK.
Limb scattering events cannot be used to derive a coordinate transformation because
no reference is being tracked by the SA scan head. The scan head tracks the Moon
during lunar occultation events, but the apparent position of the Moon deviates
much faster from the inertial stars or International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF)
than the Sun. The orbital period of the Moon is ≈ 27.3 days, while it takes the Sun
≈ 365.25 days to move through the zodiac. Inherently inferior to the Sun as an inertial
reference point, the Moon position is also more difficult for the SA to accurately
track. The elevation angle registration of the center of the Moon is expected to be
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Figure 14: STK SA Simulation. SAGE III solar occultation events are simulated
for ISS with date-specific, SGP4-propagated orbits and date-specific, high-fidelity
BAD attitudes.
comparatively poor because of the highly nonuniform reflectivity of the lunar surface
and the changing phase. Although the Sun is not a perfect inertial reference, the Moon
would contribute error to the coordinate transformation analysis without improving
the variation in orientation of the ISS rotation axis. (See Sections 3.2.3.1 and 4.2
for a treatment of the apparent motion of the Sun with respect to the fixed stars
during an occultation event.) The SAGE III Project expects to only examine solar
events on orbit for DMP coordinate system calibration, and therefore solar simulation
is sufficient. Data files are generated for each day of the approximately two month
period of the chosen beta cycle shown in Figure 12.
3.1.4 Modeling the DMP in STK
DMP data are reported as the angle of rotation about each of three axes. A MIMU
natively measures change in position, but rates measured in the DMP RLGs are
internally integrated over time to output position. It is most convenient to sim-
ulate the data in their original form, and thus the data are generated as a rate.
To replicate DMP data in STK it is necessary to choose a coordinate frame and
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◦DMP X-Rate Sign Angle = 180
DMP X-Rate DMP X-Axis
Figure 15: STK DMP Simulation. The DMP orthogonal X-axis, X-rate, and
X-rate sign angle are shown on 3 February 2014.
calculate the rate around each DMP axis. Several DMP coordinate frames were con-
structed: an orthogonal frame to match the expected condition on orbit, a slightly
non-orthogonal frame, and a largely non-orthogonal coordinate frame. The basis vec-
tors of the orthogonal coordinate frame are defined with respect to the ISS body
frame as [1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], and [0, 0, 1] for X, Y, and Z, respectively. Similarly,
the slightly non-orthogonal frame is defined as [0.99999995769203, 0.00020568902198,
0.00020568902198], [0.00020568902198, 0.99999995769203, 0.00020568902198], and
[0.00020568902198, 0.00020568902198, 0.99999995769203] for X, Y, and Z, respec-
tively. The frame with large non-orthogonality is defined as [1, 0.02, 0.01], [0.02, 1,
0.02], and [0.03, 0.01, 1] for X, Y, and Z, respectively. These selections of DMP coor-
dinate frames are explained in Section 4.4.7. Since the DMP RLGs will be subjected
to mechanical launch loading, there is a minor possibility of RLG displacements on
the sensor block that could manifest as coordinate system non-orthogonality, so the
additional coordinate frames are included in simulation to test the consequences and
manifestations of such a condition. It should be noted that guidance from DMP
manufacturer Honeywell asserts that loss of RLG orthogonality is not expected and
has not been exhibited in past deployments of this model of MIMU. Nevertheless, the
SAGE III Project prefers to understand how axis non-orthogonality would manifest.
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The rate of rotation around each axis is defined as the projection of the angular ve-
locity vector along the direction of the defined DMP axes. Both the rate and axis
definition for nominal DMP X are shown in Figure 15.
STK generated DMP output consists of X-, Y-, and Z-rates (as described above)
at a data rate of 200 Hz. These data capture the orbital motion of the ISS and
the attitude perturbations introduced by the BAD. Because of the high data rate,
data are not generated for every day of the two month time period as is done for
the SA. Data are generated for 24 hour periods, and they are strategically chosen to
represent high, low, and mid beta angles in addition to off nominal ISS orientations
and operational rotations. A summary of STK generated DMP data is provided in
Table 5.
Table 5: STK DMP Data Generation. Shown is a summary of the dates, beta
angles, and ISS orientations used to generate DMP data.
Date (UTCG) Beta Angle Range (◦) ISS Orientation
2 February 2014 34.62 – 35.03
Rotating ≈ 180◦
around Z-axis
5 February 2014 34.15 – 32.90
Average TEA, then
rotating ≈ 90◦ around
Z-axis at the end of day
8 February 2014 28.94 – 26.33 Average TEA
12 February 2014 16.58 – 12.86 Average TEA
14 February 2014 8.91 – 4.85 Average TEA
16 February 2014 0.66 – -3.63 Average TEA
23 February 2014 -29.97 – -34.23 Average TEA
5 March 2014 -57.83 – -57.08 Average TEA
9 March 2014 -50.28 – -46.90 Average TEA
12 March 2014 -39.08 – -34.82 Average TEA
20 March 2014 -1.94 – 2.90 Average TEA
25 March 2014 22.05 – 26.68
Rotating ≈ 180◦
around Z-axis
27 March 2014 31.21 – 35.59
Oriented ≈ 180◦
around Z-axis
4 April 2014 57.00 – 57.58 Average TEA






Minute of Day UTCG on 12 March 2014






















Figure 16: DMP Rate Correction. DMP Z-rate corrected for direction.
STK outputs unsigned rates when projected onto body axes. To generate flight-
like DMP data the simulated STK rate magnitudes require a direction correction.
The angle between the defined DMP axis of rotation and the rate vector (shown in
Figure 15 as DMP X-Rate Sign Angle) contains the necessary information regarding
the sign of rotation that the DMP would measure on orbit. This angle is either 0◦
or 180◦. The direction correction is shown in Figure 16. This correction is applied in
MATLAB.
Extensive ground testing has been performed with the DMP flight unit. Major
assessments included acceptance, environmental, and integrated payload testing. The
top half of Figure 17 depicts the typical rotation angles (internally integrated from
rate) experienced by the DMP while sitting stationary during a functional test at KSC
in May 2016. The mean averaged total rotation measured by the DMP for this test
is 7.375 × 10−5 radians per second (Johnson, 2016). This compares closely (≈1.14%
difference) to the yearly mean sidereal rate of rotation of the Earth of 7.292 × 10−5
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radians per second. The bottom half of Figure 17 shows simulated data (generated as
described above) showing a day of nominal TEA. The simulated data are capturing
orbital and tumbling motions as opposed to the Earth’s sidereal rate, but there is
similarity in the shape of the trends. As expected, the largest motion is about the Y-
axis, which most closely aligns with the normal to the orbital plane. The average total
rotation is about 1.125×10−3 radians per second (or about 358.1◦ per nominal orbital
period) which gives very high confidence in the model because the total motion should
be about 360◦ ± 2◦ in 92.6 minutes for the orbit of the ISS varying by the change in
ISS attitude such as shown in Figure 8 on page 17.
3.2 Coordinate Transformation
The relationship between the SA and DMP coordinate systems is paramount in de-
riving payload attitudes. It is an essential step in understanding how to relate distur-
bances at the base of the SAGE III ISS payload to the science measurements acquired
at the SA scan head.
Both the SA and DMP data files output from STK are in the Comma Separated
Value (CSV) format that can be readily ingested in MATLAB. STK outputs lines and
columns that are not necessary for data analyses and are removed. After the data are
imported into MATLAB the DMP rate data are corrected for direction as described
in Section 3.1.4. Random error based on known measurement noise (described in
Table 3 on page 25) can be added to both the DMP and SA data sets.
3.2.1 Coordinate Transformation Methods
To fully derive a coordinate transformation, two linearly independent vectors need
to be (perfectly) measured in each of the two coordinate systems. A single vector
measured in each of the coordinate systems lacks knowledge of one coordinate degree
of freedom to fully constrain the transformation. One measured vector may be ro-


























































































































































Figure 17: DMP Flight Unit Data vs Simulated Data. The top three plots are
flight DMP data during ground testing at KSC for the X-, Y-, and Z-axes in radians.
The bottom three plots are simulated on-orbit DMP data for the X-, Y-, and Z-axes.
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remains unconstrained. A second, linearly independent vector measured in each of
the coordinate frames would constrain the clocking because a coordinate transforma-
tion would have to match both vectors. On orbit two vectors (i.e., rotation axes)
will be measured by the DMP at distinct times, and the same two vectors will be
derived from the SA as it tracks the Sun during occultation measurements to derive
one coordinate transformation.
A transformation from DMP measurements of rates of rotation about each of its

















where M is the transformation matrix. To discover the elements of matrix M , and
assuming that the DMP basis space is potentially non-orthogonal, the goal of the
above construction might be to take enough linearly independent measurements to

















for measurements A,B, . . . , N . Non-orthogonality implies at least nine linearly in-
dependent measurements for the nine independent matrix unknowns. Linear de-
pendence can be tested by checking that the determinant of the matrix of vector
measurements is non-zero. The astute reader will already have detected obstacles to
this approach.
Finding M using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) or some other tech-
nique to invert the matrix of DMP measurements is unlikely to be satisfactory. This
method assumes the measurements are free from error. With perfect measurements
from all measurement systems, matrix M would capture only the non-orthogonality
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contained in the basis spaces of the coordinate frames if any. In practice, measure-
ments cannot be perfect, and the resulting DMP matrix will either be unstable on
inversion because a reasonable solution will not always exist or will incorporate mea-
surement errors into matrix M increasing the apparent non-orthogonality. There
is no clear way to separate non-orthogonality in the coordinate systems from mea-
surement error in this approach. The attitude determination and control literature
provides direction in computing a transformation using imperfectly measured sets of
vectors.
Similar to the above approach and for historical context, the tri-axial attitude
determination (TRIAD) algorithm is a simple, deterministic method published by
Harold D. Black (1964) that derives the DCM relating the frames of the two measured
vectors. The TRIAD solution was one of the first computational solutions to the
attitude determination problem described in the last few paragraphs. It was a key
innovation developed for the Navy Navigation Satellite System, which was the first
satellite navigation system (Black, 1990). The estimate of the DCM is given by
Equation 16, where measurement-based vectors b̂1 and b̂12 and their cross product
b̂1 × b̂12 are used as the orthonormal body frame triad, and similarly measurement-






...r̂1 × r̂12]T . (16)
Similar to Equation 15 with N = 3, matrix ATRIAD therefore estimates the DCM
as the solution to the above linear system of equations with the exception that the
measurement-based unit vectors must be orthonormal. TRIAD employed the follow-
ing to construct these vectors and to better handle measurement noise. A measure-
ment of a vector in the body frame yields unit vector b̂1, and a measurement of that
same vector in the reference frame yields r̂1. A measurement of a second vector in
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to form orthonormal vectors from the measured vectors. The third vectors in the
triads, b̂1× b̂12 and r̂1× r̂12, are therefore natively unit vectors. Although the TRIAD
method is one of the simplest methods to implement, it does not find the optimal
attitude fit to the measured vectors in the general case as described by Markley
(1993). Clearly, despite measurement noise, the TRIAD method matches one pair
of vectors b̂1 and r̂1 exactly, and then rotates coordinate systems to fit the directed
planes formed by the measurement pairs. Because all measurements are noisy, an
optimal fit would be an attitude transform that minimizes error residuals for both
measurement pairs.
The q-method (Wahba, 1966) is one of the many statistical methods that min-
imizes the Wahba loss function J(A) shown in Equation 18, where ûiB and û
i
R are
the vector measurements in the body and reference coordinate frames respectively,
wi is the weight of the i
th vector measurement, and A is the attitude matrix with +1







Grace Wahba proposed the above minimization problem to optimize the coordinate
transformation estimation A in 1965. The equation includes the sum of squared differ-
ences between the measured body frame vectors and their transformed counterparts
from the reference frame, and the weights can be related to the estimated measure-
ment errors or set equal. The q-method proposes to minimize the loss function by
stating the problem in terms of quaternions and rearranging to form an eigenvalue
equation. The quaternion eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue is
the least-squares optimal estimate of the attitude. The q-method has become a basis
for many other algorithms since its derivation by Davenport in 1968. Subsequent
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algorithms (including the following two discussed) have built upon the q-method by
addressing shortcomings such as computing eigenvectors and vector weighting.
The quaternion estimator (QUEST) algorithm is a statistical method derived by
Shuster in 1981 and is used in many spacecraft today. It differs from the q-method
because it computes the maximum eigenvalue λmax by using the Newton-Raphson
method and substitutes Rodrigues parameters for quaternions. (For an extensive de-
scription of Rodrigues parameters see Section 3.3.1.) The Newton-Raphson method
is a simple, well-known numerical method that iteratively approaches the root of a
real-valued function that is close to an initial guess. The number of computations per-
formed is dependent upon the quality of the initial guess. The maximum eigenvalue
of the q-method is one of the roots of the characteristic equation of the Davenport
matrix shown in Equation 19. See Shuster and Oh (1981) for a derivation and defi-
nitions of the constants. The equation is included to show that there are four roots.
For sufficiently accurate and low-noise measurements of the attitude vector pairs,
something available in 1981 to state-of-the-art spacecraft, the initial guess for the
root of the characteristic polynomial λopt =
∑
wi is close to λmax. After iterating the
Newton-Raphson method on the order of three times λmax is found to high precision.
p(λ) = λ4 − (a+ b)λ2 − cλ+ (ab+ cσ − d). (19)
Instead of directly finding the eigenvector as a quaternion, the Rodrigues parame-
ters are calculated using Equation 20, the eigenvector is found, and the Rodrigues








Because it finds an optimal, least-squares fit, the QUEST method has better accuracy
than TRIAD, and it is an improvement to the q-method because it is computationally
faster.
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The final development in this brief historical summary is the optimal fast quater-
nion estimation method developed by F. Landis Markley (2002) and is the fit method
chosen for the present research. This method was created to improve the speed of
solving Wahba’s loss function over existing methods. Remarkably, it is as efficient and
fast as the quick but suboptimal TRIAD fit. Markley takes particular care to ensure
computational stability and avoids explicit trigonometric function evaluations. The
following presentation is adapted from Markley (2002) using the quaternion definition
from Section 2.2 and rotating the body frame into the inertial frame.
With two vectors r 1 and r 2 in the inertial frame and b1 and b2 in the body frame,
define the normalized cross products as
r 3 =
r 1 × r 2







For computational stability avoiding the possibility of a mathematical singularity
when constructing the optimum quaternion in Equations 27 and 28, the original
reference coordinate frame can be rotated. The rotation is chosen based on the
maximum of the set
{r 31b31, r 32b32, r 33b33, r 3 · b3} . (22)
Dependent upon the computed maximum, the algorithm rotates the input vectors as
r 31b31 ⇒ r i ≡ [r i1,−r i2,−r i3],
r 32b32 ⇒ r i ≡ [−r i1, r i2,−r i3],
r 33b33 ⇒ r i ≡ [−r i1,−r i2, r i3], and
r 3 · b3 ⇒ r i ≡ [r i1, r i2, r i3],
(23)
with i = 1, 2, 3. When r 3 · b3 is the maximum of the set, no rotation is necessary.
The optimum quaternion q with weighting factors ai is found using the following
set of equations.
α ≡ (1 + r 3 · b3)(a1r 1 · b1 + a2r 2 · b2) + (r 3 × b3) · (a1r 1 × b1 + a2r 2 × b2). (24)
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β ≡ (r 3 + b3) · (a1r 1 × b1 + a2r 2 × b2). (25)
γ ≡
√
α2 + β2. (26)
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
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To “undo” the rotation introduced by Equation 23 adjust the quaternion with
r 31b31 ⇒ q = [−q1, q0, q3,−q2],
r 32b32 ⇒ q = [−q2,−q3, q0, q1],
r 33b33 ⇒ q = [−q3, q2,−q1, q0], and
r 3 · b3 ⇒ q = [q0, q1, q2, q3].
(29)
The optimal fast quaternion estimation method is used to find the quaternion that
defines the coordinate transformation between the DMP and SA.
3.2.2 DMP Quaternions
DMP quaternions are constructed by summing the DMP attitude rates that fall
between SA event start and stop times. This is accomplished by adding the angular
velocities at 200 Hz between SA measurement times to get a total change in angular
position. Adding rotations is not commutative, but rates can be assumed constant
over 1/200 of a second allowing DMP axes to be added in quadrature to obtain a
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rate vector. Each partial quaternion qrate corresponding to each 1/200 of a second













The final rotation is an ordered multiplication of all the partial quaternions.
Clearly the total angle of rotation ω observed by the DMP for each quaternion is
ω = 2 arccos qs, (31)
where qs is the scalar term of the quaternion. This angle is used in Section 3.2.3 to
derive the total SA quaternions.
3.2.3 SA Quaternions
SA pointing subsystem measurements of boresight directions while tracking the Sun
are an incomplete representation of total payload rotation. The SA reports azimuth
and elevation angles but does not measure the clocking angle about the Sun. There-
fore, additional computation making use of the DMP total angle of rotation is nec-
essary to construct an SA quaternion of total rotation. Rotation axes of these oc-
cultation event total rotation quaternions are ultimately used to find the optimal
coordinate transformation between DMP and SA coordinate frames. The axes of
rotation, which include measurement error, become the vector inputs to Markley’s
optimal fast quaternion estimation method described at the end of Section 3.2.1. The
following were derived for the present research.
Given two normalized measurements of the Sun center by the SA scan head at an
occultation event start time t = 1 and end time t = 2, construct v 1 and v 2, such that
v 1 = [cos θ1 cosφ1,− cos θ1 sinφ1,− sin θ1], and
v 2 = [cos θ2 cosφ2,− cos θ2 sinφ2,− sin θ2],
(32)
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where φ is the azimuth angle, and θ is the elevation angle of the SA measurement.
A partial quaternion q1 can be constructed between the two Sun measurements that
excludes only the clocking rotation of the payload around the Sun vector.
q1 = q10 + q1, q10 =
√
1 + v 2 · v 1
2
, and q1 =
√
1− v 2 · v 1
2
v 2 × v 1
|v 2 × v 1|
. (33)
Constructing a subsequent clocking quaternion q2 about the spacecraft-Sun vector
(with unknown ω′ rotation about v 2) leads to
q2 = q20 + q2, q20 = cos
ω′
2




Then, the quaternion q′ of total rotation with unknown total ω and axis n̂ is
q′ = q1q2 = q
′









The DMP magnitude of the total rotation is highly accurate over the course of an
occultation event. For the purpose of statistically obtaining over time the best-fit
coordinate transformation between DMP and SA coordinate frames, the DMP total
rotation can be used for ω. Building an independent statistical assessment of the
coordinate transformation errors over many events allows auditing of the validity of
this approach. All that remains to find q′ is to solve for clocking rotation ω′ in terms
of total rotation ω. Intuitively, knowing the partial rotation between v 1 and v 2 as
measured by the SA and knowing the total rotation ω as measured by the DMP
completely constrains the unmeasured clocking rotation ω′. Begin by defining q1
and q1 components as
q1 ≡ (q10, q11, q12, q13) and q1 ≡ (q11, q12, q13). (36)
Then the matrix form of the quaternion product q1q2 = q
′ after factoring is


q10 −q11 −q12 −q13
q11 q10 q13 −q12
q12 −q13 q10 q11









































− q1 · v 2 sin
ω′
2
= ± cos ω
2
. (38)
Because q1 is orthogonal to v 2 by definition, Equation 38 can be simplified and solved
for ω′ resulting in





This defines the relationship between ω and ω′. There are two solutions for clocking
rotation ω′ because the total rotation constraint ω is a magnitude, and so either
clocking direction around v 2 will sum with q1 to yield the correct total ω. Only one
of these solutions is correct for a given occultation scenario. The positive angle is
arbitrarily chosen to solve for ω′, and for the final quaternion q2 the angle between v 2
and the DMP quaternion vector is used to test if the Sun clocking axis needs to be
flipped to correspond to the occultation event. This occurs when the angle is greater
than 90◦. Note the assumption here that the DMP axes are sufficiently orthogonal
to derive an accurate total ω. This assumption is the origin of the desire to test
how non-orthogonal DMP axes manifest in the statistical audit of this process that
is documented in Chapter 4. With ω′ known, Equation 34 can be solved for q2, and
then Equation 35 can be solved for the SA quaternion of total rotation.
3.2.3.1 Apparent Sun Motion Correction
The ecliptic plane is defined by the path of the Earth around the Sun (Prussing and
Conway, 1993). As viewed from the Earth the Sun is not a fixed inertial point; it
moves through the celestial sphere with respect to the distant stars of the zodiac.
Similar motion is observed from the perspective of the ISS. The ephemeris source
used for the Sun in STK is the Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s Planetary and Lunar
Development Ephemerides DE430 model (Folkner et al., 2014). Over the course of an
average SAGE III simulated solar event the noninertial motion of the Sun as viewed
by the ISS is on the order of several arcseconds. This is included in simulated data
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because this motion will present itself as error in the coordinate transformation. The
underlying assumption of the coordinate transformation algorithm is that both the
DMP and SA are measuring the rotation of the payload—the DMP using RLGs and
the SA as essentially a star tracker but without measurements of clocking rotations
around the Sun vector. The solar clocking problem is resolved in Equations 32–39,
but because the SA tracks the Sun during an occultation event, the noninertial Sun
motion will cause a small discrepancy between the DMP and SA observations. To
investigate the degree to which the noninertial motion of the Sun is problematic in
calibrating the coordinate transformation, a method was devised to correct the SA
observations for this motion and compare coordinate transformation results with the
uncorrected calibration.
The process for removing this apparent motion requires additional STK informa-
tion. An attitude quaternion qa is needed to define the payload attitude in ICRF
coordinates. Furthermore, the vectors v 1,ICRF and v 2,ICRF are necessary to directly
correspond to v 1 and v 2 but in the ICRF coordinate system. The inertial motion of
the Sun can be tracked using these ICRF Sun vectors because ICRF is defined with
origin at the barycenter of the Solar System and with 212 relatively fixed extragalactic
sources that establish axes orientations.
A “correction” is found by constructing a quaternion between the Sun vectors in
ICRF coordinates (qcorrection), which amounts to the change in the inertial position of
the Sun between the event exoatmospheric start and stop times. This quaternion is
being called a correction because it will be applied to one of the Sun vectors in the SA
coordinate frame to remove the apparent Sun motion. The quaternion representing
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the rotation between the start (v 1,ICRF ) and end (v 2,ICRF ) in ICRF is found by
qcorrection = q10c + q1c,
q10c =
√





1− v 2,ICRF · v 1,ICRF
2
v 2,ICRF × v 1,ICRF
|v 2,ICRF × v 1,ICRF |
.
(40)
Application of a Sun correction allows the SA to track the inertial attitude of
its initial v 1 measurement by applying a correction to v 2. Because the correction
quaternion is known in ICRF, the event end vector in the SA frame, v 2, is transformed
into the ICRF frame resulting in v 2,T .
v 2,T = qav 2q
∗
a. (41)
The Sun motion correction is applied to vector v 2,T by
v ′2,T = qcorrectionv 2,T q
∗
correction. (42)
Finally, the now corrected event end vector v ′2,T is transformed back into the SA
coordinate frame and redefined as v 2.







3.2.4 Coordinate Transformation Code Flow
The coordinate transformation algorithm code developed for this thesis is not pro-
vided because it is proprietary software owned by NASA Langley Research Center.
Consequently, the diagram shown in Figure 18 outlines the details of how the methods
described in the preceding sections of Chapter 3 are combined into a single algorithm.
The general flow is described as follows.
• The algorithm begins with the ingest of STK CSV data files.






















Calculate SA full quaternions, q′
(Equation 35)
Calculate coordinate transformation
(Equations 21 to 29)
Load DMP
data files


















Input: q1 and v 2
Input: q1 and q2









Figure 18: Coordinate Transformation Algorithm Flow. The algorithm to cal-
ibrate the DMP-to-SA coordinate transformation illustrated above was implemented
in MATLAB code.
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• Gaussian noise can be added to all simulated measurements, if desired, to sim-
ulate flight-like conditions as described in detail in Chapter 4.
• Quaternions are calculated for each of the SA and DMP measurements as de-
scribed in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.2, respectively.
• Finally, the coordinate transformation is derived from SA and DMP quaternion
vectors using the fast quaternion method described in Section 3.2.1.
3.3 Kalman Filter
Digital filtering is a mathematical tool to manipulate discrete-time signal inputs to
return an improved output. Improved is a vague term, but in the case of attitude
determination the goal of a digital signal filter is to combine attitude measurements
from different systems in an optimal way to produce an output with less noise and
increased accuracy. The 200 Hz DMP measurements have very high precision and
accuracy, but measure only relative attitude changes. Over increasing time intervals
the small error in each measured RLG attitude rate will sum to an increasingly large
absolute attitude error. The DMP attitude calculated from summing the individual
rate measurements will deviate on a random walk from the actual attitude. With suf-
ficient time, even extremely accurate rate measurements will sum to yield an attitude
arbitrarily far from the real attitude. The SA measurements of attitude are more
coarse but can be used to provide an absolute measurement of attitude in inertial
coordinates. A blending of the two measurements can vastly improve the overall atti-
tude knowledge of the payload because the absolute measurement provided by the SA
can correct the DMP Angular Random Walk (ARW) during each solar occultation
event.
The Kalman filter, named after Rudolf Emil Kálmán of Kalman (1960)—although
also accredited to Thorvald Nicolai Thiele, Peter Swerling, and Richard Snowden
Bucy—is an algorithm that can be applied to combine past and current attitude
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measurements from multiple measurement systems with the goal of finding the most
robust and accurate attitude estimate. Having a wide variety of applications, the
Kalman filter is a common approach to attitude determination problems and was
applied as early as the Apollo guidance system in 1961. At its heart, the Kalman
filter is a low pass digital filter with multiple discrete-time inputs that are combined
by a weighted average. These inputs are actually weighted dynamically according to
a running estimate of their measurement uncertainties. Typical for low pass digital
filters, the Kalman filter method is a recursive infinite impulse response (IIR) filter.
Its versatility includes both linear and non-linear problems. The non-linear version is
called the extended Kalman filter. The general flow, as described in Wertz (1978), is
an initialization of the state vector followed by a cycle of propagating the state vector
by a physical model and correcting the state vector with a measurement update. The
filter uses a recursive least-squares estimator for both the state vector and a state
vector error covariance matrix.
It is important to note that the filtering performed for SAGE III will be done
on the ground in post processing unlike many spacecraft that use filtered output
to make attitude control decisions realtime. This alleviates much of the computa-
tional and time concerns. Because intensive computation will not be needed onboard
the payload, the steady-state Kalman filter, which has a fixed gain K and reduces
computation time, is also not necessary. The filtered output will be used to correct
the science data product and will be one algorithm within a complex computational
process. Based on this assessment and given its superior performance in estimating
attitude, the Kalman filter will be the method used for the SAGE III attitude de-
termination problem. Although it is not the simplest method, the use of weighted
averages and the estimation of the error covariance matrix make it attractive for the
SAGE III ISS payload.
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The Kalman filter is designed to predict the system behavior based on a physi-
cal model and to correct that prediction based on actual measurements. The more
measurements that are incorporated into the filter, the more accurate the estimated
attitude state. It is a balance between propagating the state which increases co-
variance and injecting a new measurement which decreases covariance (Crassidis and
Junkins, 2012). In practice for attitude determination when rate gyroscopes are
present, the physical model is taken directly from the gyroscope measurements rather
than a priori tumbling physics. This can be understood by examining the DMP/SA
problem. The DMP yields a dead reckoning measurement of attitude by calculating
the current state based on a previously determined state and a rate of change mea-
surement analogous to a physical model. While the rate measurements are extremely
precise and accurate, the propagated state has diminishing accuracy and increasing
covariance because of the creep caused by random walk over time. If the state propa-
gation is modeled by the DMP, the estimate creeps proportionally to the magnitude
of the DMP rate error, or ARW, with each propagation, behaving as a physical model
propagation would. In contrast, when a new SA measurement is introduced during
an occultation event into the filter, the state is corrected to an absolute attitude to
within the SA measurement error. Rigid body tumbling physics involving the mass
moments of inertia of the spacecraft are generally not used when rate gyroscopes are
available. The measured gyroscope rates behave like a physical model for the pur-
poses of propagation and tend to be far more accurate than a physical model because
of external torques from drag, magnetism, radiation pressure, and gravitation which
are too complicated to model. In the case of ISS, attitude is not left only to free
fall dynamics but is internally adjusted by control moment gyroscopes. Additionally,
the inertia tensor is dynamic because of ISS configuration changes and visiting vehi-
cles and because of significant internal bending modes that are poorly characterized.
A physics model in the attitude Kalman filter based on ISS tumbling dynamics is
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practically impossible.
When parameterizing attitude, numerous options exist, several of which are dis-
cussed in Section 2.2. How these parameterizations behave in conjunction with the
Kalman filter is a topic that has long been explored in the literature. Support for
the use of quaternions arose because of the absence of polar degeneracies. Quater-
nions carry a redundant degree of freedom as a result of the double-covering of the
3-dimensional rotation group SO(3), meaning q represents the same rotation as −q.
The difficulties in using quaternions with either the linear Kalman filter or the ex-
tended Kalman filter (EKF) include the violation of the quaternion normalization
constraint and estimating the covariance. Henceforth, the Multiplicative Extended
Kalman Filter (MEKF) laid out in Lefferts et al. (1982) will be implemented for
the DMP/SA attitude determination to circumvent this problem. In the MEKF
method, the attitude is represented by a quaternion, and the attitude difference is a
3-component representation, the latter of which is to be discussed in more detail later
in this section. Quaternions lend themselves to this method in part because succes-
sive rotations are embodied by simple quaternion multiplication, and the quaternion























The ωi terms denote angular velocities, and the bω×c matrix is referred to as the
angular velocity tensor or cross product matrix defined so that bω×cu = ω × u.
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The MEKF operates on the change in attitude, while the attitude state vector
is maintained outside of the traditional filter structure. The attitude state vector is
updated in an additional “reset” step in which the attitude difference is also reini-
tialized to zero. The use of the MEKF as opposed to an Additive Extended Kalman
Filter (AEKF) is further supported by Markley (2004b,a), where the computational
savings and a conceptual clarification are treated in detail. In addition, the MEKF
does not require quaternion normalization to maintain unit quaternions.
3.3.1 3-Component Representations
A common problem encountered in the literature during early implementations of
Kalman filters using the quaternion attitude representation was instability in the at-
titude estimate caused by the quaternion double cover of rotation group SO(3). The
real orthogonal 3 × 3 matrices O(3) form a group under matrix multiplication that
represent the distance preserving transformations of 3-dimensional vector space, in-
cluding vector rotations and reflections. The inverse and transpose of any orthogonal
matrix are equivalent, so that MTM = MMT = I ∀ M ∈ O(3), and so the
determinant of any orthogonal matrix is ±1. The subgroup of O(3) consisting of
orthogonal matrices of determinant +1 is the special orthogonal group SO(3). Ev-
ery matrix of SO(3) is a rotation of 3-dimensional vector space, and every rotation
of 3-dimensional vector space can be represented by a matrix of SO(3). The group
formed by all quaternions of unit length also represents rotations of 3-dimensional
vector space, but for every matrix of SO(3) there are two quaternions that represent
the same rotation—a double cover. As described in Section 2.2, quaternions q and −q
represent the same rotation. While q and −q are equivalent as rotations, they are
different in the space of 4-dimensional hypercomplex numbers. Suppose a spacecraft
reports an attitude nearly constant at q as tracked by a Kalman filter. If a mea-
surement at some time indicates an attitude near −q, the Kalman gain applied to
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the measurement can become unstable because this yields an unduly large difference
quaternion. The current practice employs a stereographic projection of the quater-
nions using Rodrigues parameterization to a 3-dimensional hyperplane to reduce the
dimensionality of the attitude representation by one while simultaneously ensuring
that only half of the quaternion group is used for the representation to avoid the filter
instability. A fascinating and complete treatment of quaternion topology and stereo-
graphic projection by Rodrigues and modified Rodrigues parameters can be found in
Schaub and Junkins (1996).
Maintaining the quaternion normalization is challenging in the propagation of the
covariance matrix because of roundoff error as discussed in detail in Lefferts et al.
(1982). Although it is possible to project the 4 × 4 quaternion covariance onto a
3 × 3 matrix without loss of information, it is conceptually simpler to store the
attitude difference in a 3-component representation. There are several options for
a 3-component representation of attitude difference, two of which will be covered
here: the Gibbs vector (Rodrigues parameters) and modified Rodrigues parameters












where α is the magnitude of rotation along the unit vector rotation axis ê. The
Gibbs vector reduces the representation from 4-dimensional to 3-dimensional, map-
ping q and −q to the same point on a 3-dimensional hyperplane. The chief problem
with this representation is that g is infinite for 180◦ rotations. This singularity is
similar to the polar degeneracy seen when using Euler angles, and so the Rodrigues
representation eliminates the original advantage gained by choosing quaternions to
represent attitudes.
In contrast, the modified Rodrigues parameters shown in Equation 47 are a 2-1
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The modified Rodrigues parameterization reduces the dimensionality of the quater-
nions by one and lacks the Gibbs vector singularity at 180◦. The singularity at 360◦
in the modified Rodrigues parameterization is avoided by constraining the attitude
representation to ±180◦. The modified Rodrigues parameterization also avoids the
Kalman gain instability caused by the quaternion double cover of SO(3). For these
reasons the following formulation will incorporate modified Rodrigues parameters.
3.3.2 MEKF
As explained in Section 3.3, measurements from the set of three RLGs contained in
the SAGE III ISS DMP will serve as the filter’s physical model. The DMP sample
rate is sufficiently fast to assume continuous capture of payload rotation. In addition,
the Kalman filter state vector will estimate and propagate the gyroscope bias. This
will be particularly significant during the orbital time periods in which there are an
absence of SA measurements. As described in Farrenkopf (1978), a gyro measurement
of an angular rate ω and its associated bias can be described by
ω = ωm − b− ην , (48)
where ωm is the gyro measurement, b is the gyro drift rate or bias, and ην is zero
mean white Gaussian measurement noise.
The MEKF follows the same flow as the traditional Kalman filter: Initialization
(Section 3.3.2.1), Prediction/Propagation (Section 3.3.2.2), and Measurement Update
(Section 3.3.2.3). An additional step is included in Section 3.3.2.4 for the aforemen-



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Kalman filter first initializes the state vector x, covariance matrix P , attitude
quaternion q, and bias b. In the following sections, the notation ĉ denotes an esti-
mated value of some variable c, and the notation c̃ denotes the difference in a variable
c between one filter cycle and the next.
The state vector ˆ̃x tracks the difference or change in the estimated attitude â and
in the estimated bias b̂, with the change in attitude being expressed in modified Ro-
drigues parameterization. With subscripts counting the cycle number of the recursive














Because ˆ̃x is 6× 1, the covariance matrix P will be 6× 6. Let covariance P be a










where each subset of P is a 3×3 matrix. Let I3 denote the 3×3 identity matrix, and let





2I3 where ε1 and ε2 are the initial guesses of the standard deviations
in total model noise, with variances ε21 and ε
2
2. Using process noise for the initial guess,
ε1 is set to four times the standard deviation in the gyro measurement of the modified
Rodrigues parameters, σ1, and ε2 is set to the standard deviation in the gyro bias, σ2.
Recall that modified Rodrigues parameters are defined by Equation 47. Assuming




. Hence, the covariance can be
estimated using only 4× the gyro errors because the modified Rodrigues parameters
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are approximated by α
4




4σ21 0 0 0 0 0
0 4σ21 0 0 0 0
0 0 4σ21 0 0 0
0 0 0 σ22 0 0
0 0 0 0 σ22 0
























3.3.2.2 State Propagation and Covariance Prediction
After initialization, the next step in the Kalman filter is to propagate the state and
predict the covariance matrix. As described in Crassidis and Junkins (2012), Markley
(2003), and Trawny and Roumeliotis (2005), among others, the MEKF is designated
“multiplicative” because the propagation of attitude is represented as a quaternion
product between a reference quaternion and a difference quaternion. The preliminary
step for this propagation begins with the DMP gyro measurements ωm such that
ω̂k−1 = ωm − b̂k−1. (53)
This equation states that the estimated vector of payload angular rates for filter cycle
k−1 is the DMP rates measurement minus the estimate of the gyro bias. Cycle k−1
is used to signify that numbers from the cycle previous to cycle k will be used to
propagate the estimates of attitude and bias for cycle k. For DMP measurement time
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interval ∆t, the expected change in the vector of rotation angles φ is given by
ˆ̃φk−1 = ω̂k−1∆t, and let
φ2k−1 ≡ |ˆ̃φk−1|2.
(54)
With the expected change in φ defined as above, the multiplicative difference










Outside of the filter the quaternion q is propagated using Equation 56 and nor-
malized using Equation 57 to avoid propagating computer roundoff error. Note that
there is no need to directly calculate the modified Rodrigues parameters â as δ̂q is
used to propagate attitude q.





At this step there is no new absolute measurement to estimate gyro bias, therefore
b̂k = b̂k−1.
To predict the error covariance P̂ k use
P̂ k = AP k−1A
T +Q, (58)
where A is the state transition matrix, and Q is the process error. The matrix A








Using the linearized approximations given in Trawny and Roumeliotis (2005) Θ
and Ψ are given by
lim
|ω̂∆t|→0




















that appear in the exact form solutions. An independent derivation of the state
transition matrix A is shown in the Appendix to this thesis on page 138.




































These linearizations are valid for small δ̂qk−1, meaning small ω̂∆t, which is expected
for 200 Hz DMP rates on ISS. The propagation step is repeated for the 200 Hz dead
reckoning until an absolute attitude update interrupts.
3.3.2.3 Update Measurement and Covariance
The goal of the measurement update step is to derive new estimates q̂k and b̂k by
incorporating absolute measurements from the SA. Matrix H is referred to as the
observational model, or how a state vector translates to a measurement vector. In
this case, H extracts the modified Rodrigues measurements from the state vector. An
absolute measurement zk can be thought of as an absolute measurement of modified
Rodrigues attitude parameters with respect to ICRF coordinates plus measurement
noise such that
zk ≡Hxk + ν. (65)
With this in mind, H is defined as
H ≡ [I3 03] . (66)
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constructed of the standard deviations νk of the measurement white noise in zk.
When an absolute attitude measurement update is provided with variances in Rk,




















In practice an absolute attitude measurement will be a quaternion with respect to
ICRF that is denoted as qz,k. The state vector ˆ̃x tracks differences internal to the
Kalman filter, so the goal is to find the difference quaternion δqz,k between measured
attitude qz,k and estimated attitude q̂k. In this case,
δqz,kq̂k = qz,k ⇒ δqz,k = qz,kq̂∗k. (69)














. With successive measurements in a series, ˆ̃x will
be nonzero.












Using this notation for K the estimates can be computed as
ˆ̃ak+1 = ˆ̃ak +K
11




k (zk − ãk),
(72)
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which updates both the change in attitude and gyro bias. The error covariance is
then updated by
















The treatment of the measurement and covariance update in this section, while
comprehensive, does not delve into the details of transforming the SA azimuth and el-
evation angles into an absolute attitude quaternion. This is because constructing this
quaternion with respect to the ICRF coordinate frame requires external knowledge.
Just as the DMP measurements were incorporated in Section 3.2.3 to calculate SA
quaternions used to derive the coordinate transformation, the SA measurements alone
are not sufficient information because they lack the clocking component of rotation
around the Sun. In this case another absolute measurement or attitude assumption is
necessary, whether derived from STK or another source. For example, if it is assumed
that the HMA has placed the SAGE III scan head in a correct nadir orientation, then
solar scans will be vertical with respect to LVLH. The top and bottom edges of the
Sun can then be used to construct an absolute attitude clocking vector, and therefore
the SA can provide an absolute attitude correction as a Kalman filter input that will
estimate the payload attitude and attitude errors for the limb scattering measure-
ment portion of the orbit. DMP measurements cannot be used to find the missing
component of rotation because as previously discussed DMP data are relative mea-
surements, not absolute. There are no other absolute attitude measurements available
from the SAGE III subsystems. This does not present a problem, however, because
as previously mentioned, the MEKF will not be used onboard the payload and is not
used for real time attitude decision making. The scope of this thesis does not include
the selection of an external absolute measurement source or the details of how the
attitude quaternion is constructed. This is left as future work. The Kalman filter
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as constructed above will of course quantify the attitude errors associated with the
method chosen on orbit.
3.3.2.4 Reset the State
As described in Markley (2003), following a series of absolute measurements the
attitude quaternion and gyro bias need to be stored outside of the filter, and the state
vector needs to be reset. The process of updating the attitude quaternion is similar










where a2k+1 ≡ |ˆ̃ak+1|2. Next, the attitude quaternion is propagated and normalized
for computer roundoff error using Equations 75 and 76, respectively.





The bias from Equation 72 is stored as
b̂k+1 = b̂k +
ˆ̃bk+1. (77)
Finally, the state vector is reset after the series of absolute measurements, but














As can be seen in Figure 19, after a reset the state propagation and covariance
prediction step is entered again until additional absolute measurements are available.
The general flow of the MEKF as applied to SAGE III ISS is dead reckoning
propagation using DMP measurements for approximately half an ISS orbit followed
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by an approximately three minute time period of absolute SA solar measurements.
This is repeated twice per orbit, once for a Sunrise event and once for a Sunset. In
post processing, the low pass digital Kalman filter can be run forward in time on
the data set, then run backward in time on the corrected data set to improve the
time series attitude estimates and reduce the noise. Multiple forward and backward
passes of the filter may be tried to improve the estimate and reduce the attitude




This chapter presents the implementation and analysis of the coordinate transfor-
mation algorithm described in Chapter 3. A discussion of algorithm performance,
accuracy criteria, and future on-orbit applications are provided herein.
4.1 Algorithm Performance Criteria and Research Ques-
tions
As previously discussed, it is the author’s intent that the method of deriving a co-
ordinate transformation from this thesis be incorporated into the SAGE III science
inversion algorithm illustrated in Figure 4 on page 12 once SAGE III is on orbit. The
coordinate transformation is also an integral part of the measurement update portion
of the Kalman filter.
Several criteria must be considered to verify the accuracy and applicability of the
algorithm for use during on-orbit operations. The first consideration is the error in
the derived transformation quaternion between the DMP and SA coordinate systems.
Table 6 defines the simulation parameters used to construct the DMP axes described
in Section 3.1.4. The nominal orthogonal RLG configuration and two hypothetical
non-orthogonal configurations were tested to explore how non-orthogonality would
manifest itself during the calibration process. Provided in the table is the expected
angular offset of each axis from nominal to quantify the non-orthogonality of each
coordinate system tested. These offsets represent a rotation from the orthogonal axes.
The orientations of both the DMP and SA are known and explicitly defined in the
simulation prior to the addition of measurement noise and simulation runs, so the
error in the final derived transformation quaternion is directly calculated from the
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Table 6: Defined Coordinate Systems and Expected Angular Error. The
STK DMP axes definitions are described by the matrices. The expected angular error










































known transformation quaternion. A statistical analysis of the errors in the derived
coordinate transformation quaternions and the sampling dependence of reaching ac-
ceptable levels of angular error will be presented, thus illustrating that the estimation
technique is sufficiently accurate.
Angular error in the coordinate transformation is found for each axis by rotating
a given DMP axis unit vector, D̂i, by the calculated coordinate transformation, q,
and finding the angle between the resulting rotated axis and the respective SA axis,
Ŝi.
angular error = arccos [(q D̂i q
∗) · Ŝi], for i ∈ {x, y, z}. (79)
Total angular error is found using the scalar term of the quaternion and Equation 31
on page 52. The angular error is expected to decrease as the number of rotation
axis pairs used to calculate an average coordinate transformation increases, meaning
the transformation error will decrease with time as the mission progresses. The goal
imposed by the SAGE III DMP science team is to continue increasing the number
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of occultation samples to produce a quaternion representing a coordinate transfor-
mation with less than 60 arcseconds of total error. This allows the total error and
Monte Carlo error bars to be plotted as a function of total combinations of rotation
axes to assess the amount of time needed on orbit to achieve a specified error. The
60 arcsecond goal is not an alignment requirement for the mission, but rather repre-
sents an insignificant coordinate transformation error and sets a limit to govern the
number of statistical runs that will be performed during the present research. More
importantly, this is an assessment of the validity of the method chosen to derive a
coordinate transformation—a method in which the total SA attitude is dependent on
the total rotation measured by the DMP. Given the measurement noise constraints
of Table 3 on page 25, 60 arcseconds of coordinate transformation error can only be
achieved through sufficiently unbiased statistical sampling.
Answers to the following questions for on-orbit operation can be derived from
analysis of the orbit simulation:
• How many samples (or solar occultation events) are needed to derive a coordi-
nate transformation of a specified accuracy?
• How does the derived transformation change with different ISS orientations,
and are any exclusions needed?
• How does measurement noise impact the coordinate transformation?
• If DMP axes are non-orthogonal, how does this impact the coordinate transfor-
mation, and how does it manifest in the data?
The following sections will answer these questions with the goal of incorporating
the coordinate transformation in the SAGE III algorithm post-launch.
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4.2 Effects of ISS Orientation, Beta Angle, and Apparent
Sun Motion
Several key factors impact the results presented in the subsequent sections, namely
ISS orientation, beta angle, and apparent Sun drift during occultation events. ISS
orientation during an occultation event dictates the coordinate orientations of the
measured SA and DMP total rotation axes used in the fast quaternion estimation
method described in Section 3.2. It was found during this investigation that the ac-
curacy of the derived coordinate transformation is highly dependent upon the angular
separation between the pairs of SA and pairs of DMP quaternion vector components
selected. This can be expected, since a pair of total rotation axes measured by the
DMP during two occultation events can be thought of as defining a plane for the
coordinate transformation to match with the plane defined by the corresponding pair
of SA rotation axes. For a given solar beta angle, the ISS orientation determines the
angular separation between pairs of measured rotation axes. The errors in the plane
orientations are more significant for small separations between the axes that define
the planes—meaning a steady ISS TEA will result in larger derived coordinate trans-
formation error because the axis of total ISS rotation will only change marginally. A
coordinate transformation derived using SA or DMP quaternion vector component
pairs with either an angular separation of approximately 0◦ or approximately 180◦
degrees is suboptimal compared to one found with an angular separation between
those two extremes. As an example, consider a plane defined by two vectors each
having measurement noise of ≈ 1 arcsecond. If the two vectors were 90◦ separated,
then the error in the orientation of the plane in which they rest would be very small
compared to the case where the vectors were separated by only 0.01 arcseconds, which
is much smaller than the measurement noise. A similar situation is encountered when
the vectors are almost exactly 180◦ separated.
Figure 20 illustrates both the prevalence of this problem and favorable conditions
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Figure 20: Number of Occurrences by Angular Separation of Pairs. The
angular separations between pairs of SA and DMP measured rotation axes used for
the fast quaternion estimation are shown for all combinations that can be made over
a single day for both 4 April and 2 February 2014.
under which this situation can be avoided. A single solar occultation event will yield
one measurement by the DMP and one measurement by the SA of the total ISS rota-
tion during the exoatmospheric scans. The same axis of rotation is therefore measured
in the DMP coordinate system and in the SA coordinate system. The fast quaternion
estimation method described in Section 3.2 requires measurements in each coordi-
nate system of two linearly independent rotation axes to fully define a transformation
quaternion. So a pair of occultation measurements having linearly independent total
rotation axes must be used to fully constrain the coordinate transformation. The his-
tograms in Figure 20 show the angular differences in pairs of DMP and SA rotation
axes formed by all combinations available on a given day. When using events with
similar ISS orientations, the angular difference is quite small, often less than 1◦ as
shown in the histograms of angular separation for 4 April 2014 displayed in the top








































Figure 21: Visualization of Vector Angular Separation. Separation between
SA and DMP vectors pairs used for fast quaternion estimation on 4 April and 2 Febru-
ary 2014.
for nominal TEA conditions. During extreme ISS maneuvers, however, the angular
separation can span the entire range between 0◦ and 180◦, as illustrated in the bottom
panels of the figure for 2 February 2014.
Shown another way in Figure 21, the vectors forming the SA pairs and DMP pairs
(green and red, respectively) are nearly collocated, such that it appears that only a
single SA vector is present for two events on 4 April 2014. In contrast, on 2 Febru-
ary 2014 the vectors rotate mostly about the Z-axis. The v1, q1, and q2 quantities are
included in the figure for completeness and to help visualize the construction of the
SA quaternion as described in Section 3.2.3.
Analysis of the fast quaternion estimation method as applied to this test config-
uration indicates that a restriction on the angular separation of the input vectors
is necessary. The inclusion of small angular separation cases results in coordinate
transformations that do not accurately represent the actual orbital environment. The
dependence of coordinate transformation accuracy on the set of available ISS TEAs
highlights the importance of obtaining a diverse set of ISS orientations during on-orbit
operation, since vector pairs obtained from a single, nominal TEA do not provide suf-
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Figure 22: Box Plots Illustrating the Need for Angle Constraint. The plot
on the left has no angle constraint and the plot on the right uses angular separation
greater than 10◦ and less than 170◦.
a stable coordinate transformation over time are presented in Section 4.4.
Figure 22 illustrates both the effectiveness and necessity of applying an angular
constraint via box plot of the terms in the coordinate transformation quaternion.
The figure is generated using data from 2 February 2014 and 4 April 2014 as sampled
in Figures 20 and 21. The applied angle constraint in the right hand box plot of
Figure 22 restricts the SA angle difference to within the interval (10◦, 170◦). The
SA vectors were chosen instead of the DMP vectors because the SA showed larger
angular separation between events. The expected quaternion based on orthogonal
DMP and SA definitions is [1 0 0 0]T (where T denotes transpose). The largest
variance is primarily seen in the scalar and Y-components of the quaternion because
there is comparatively little motion observed in the X- and Z-components. The
chosen constraint thresholds are conservative cutoffs that balance eliminating error
and preserving the total number of samples. An entire order of magnitude of error
is reduced in the first 10◦ of margin, but up to an additional 30◦ is required for
another order of magnitude. It is possible to further optimize the angular separation
constraint, but it is left as future work to reevaluate these thresholds on orbit.
As discussed previously in Section 3.1.2, the solar beta angle experienced by
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SAGE III will vary greatly during the year, with occultation events constrained to
between −60◦ to +60◦ solar beta angle. Attitude variations to maintain TEA are
expected with changing beta angle. When the beta angle is near zero, the partial
quaternion representing clocking, q2 (described in Section 3.2.3), will be at a mini-
mum. Conversely, when beta is at the highest or lowest extreme, the clocking quater-
nion will be significantly larger than the partial quaternion q1. The apparent Sun
motion described in Section 3.2.3.1 is a more significant source of error in the clock-
ing quaternion when beta angle is zero because the rotation represented by q2 will be
almost non-existent at zero beta. Using total DMP rotation to solve for clocking, the
Sun movement will cause clocking to be either smaller or larger than it actually is by
a large percentage (discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.6), supporting the use of
the correction. This is a noteworthy source of error for calculations with unmodified
STK data.
Finally, the amount of apparent Sun motion changes during the course of the year.
The Earth’s orbit around the Sun is an ellipse; thus, it does not maintain constant
velocity. As the Earth’s velocity varies, so does the apparent Sun motion against the
fixed stars. Extremes of Sun motion are observed at perihelion and aphelion. The
difference between the extremes, however, is slight. The average apparent Sun motion









This mean motion corresponds to an average of 7.39 arcseconds for an average three
minute solar occultation event. Accounting for orbit perihelion and aphelion, the
range of motion is from 7.21 to 7.58 arcseconds over an average event. The apparent
Sun motion during an STK event is consistent with these expected numbers. With
error on the order of 7 arcseconds it is expected that a Sun motion correction will be
necessary on orbit. Since none of the apparent Sun motion is captured by the DMP,
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it can be interpreted by the algorithm as entirely affecting Sun clocking. Because the
present research seeks to validate the accuracy of the derived technique for finding the
coordinate transformation, a comparison will be shown with and without the addition
of a correction for the apparent Sun motion.
4.3 Description of Analysis Methods
The results presented in Sections 4.4.1 through 4.4.4 vary the inclusion of Gaussian
error and the apparent Sun motion correction one variable at a time. Although each
case is unique, the presentation follows a standard format. First, the mean, median,
and standard deviation, referred to as the standard statistics, are examined for each
term in the coordinate transformation quaternion. Then, a Monte Carlo analysis of
total angular error and angular error for each coordinate axis is performed. Percentage
error is not calculated for the mean and median of the three zero-value quaternion
terms because percentage error is undefined for a “true” value of zero. Therefore,
only absolute error is considered for these terms.
One of the goals of this analysis is to determine the number of samples necessary
to produce a stable and accurate transformation quaternion. The fast quaternion
estimation method requires two pairs of vectors, one pair derived from SA quater-
nions, and the other pair from corresponding DMP quaternions. With n sample
measurements the number of DMP/SA parings are found by




The word “comparison” is used to describe the number of total coordinate transforma-
tions that can be formed by sampling n DMP/SA vector pairs without replacement.
The possible number of pairs is captured by n(n− 1) and the uniqueness is captured
by the division by two because vector pairs (A, B) and (B, A) are not unique. Each
vector is a sample that is used more than once in combination with other vectors. For
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the full suite of 15 days in Table 5 there are 104,653 possible coordinate transforma-
tions using every combination of SA and DMP vectors. Applying the aforementioned
angle constraint, this number decreases to 19,946 possible combinations, or a reduc-
tion to approximately 20%. The 15 days selected are representative of the wide range
of beta angles (−57.83◦ to 57.58◦) at which SAGE III can obtain occultation data.
Also present are large ISS maneuvers representative of the conditions that can be
experienced on orbit.
The presented Monte Carlo simulations calculate a mean coordinate transforma-
tion using a varied number of random pairings of SA vectors with the corresponding
DMP vector pairs. Each vector pair is from a single solar event. As an example
case, a subset of 1,000 quaternion vector pairs is randomly sampled from the set of
all possible angle-constrained SA measurement pairings. The corresponding DMP
measurement pairs are then retrieved, and a quaternion-averaged coordinate trans-
formation is derived. This process is carried out for a sample space ranging from 2
to 75,000 comparisons. The method and considerations for calculating an average
quaternion are presented in Section 2.2. Each Monte Carlo case is run 1,000 times to
generate statistics on the mean of the distribution of coordinate transformations.
4.4 Results
Analysis of the coordinate transformation algorithm described in Chapter 3 and shown
in Figure 3.2.4 is performed using STK simulated data with and without apparent
Sun motion correction, with noise introduced on the order expected on orbit, and with
non-orthogonal DMP axes. Analysis of error around the Sun vector is also provided.
4.4.1 Unmodified STK Data
Using the process described in Chapter 3 the coordinate transformation quaternion
is found as the mean coordinate transformation of all combinations of axes from sim-
ulated STK data for all days in Table 5 on page 42. Only rotation axes separated by
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an angular range of 10◦ to 170◦ are paired. Key quaternion statistics are summarized
in the first half of Table 7. The mean and median are shown for each term in the
quaternion. The error in each term from the expected unity quaternion [1 0 0 0]T
is, at worst, on the order of 0.000135. The largest standard deviation is observed in
the Y-term. This is most likely because the majority of the ISS motion is around the
Y-axis, since the Y-axis is nearly normal to the orbital plane.
Because the sampled quaternion components are not normally distributed, a Stu-
dent’s t-test is not the correct tool to test statistical hypotheses. Therefore, the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) is used to non-parametrically test if the
mean of each term is statistically identical to zero and if the mean and median are
statistically different. The scalar quaternion term is converted to angle space for this
test using Equation 31. With a p-value of less than 0.006 the null hypothesis that
the mean of each parameter is statistically identical to zero is rejected for all four
quaternion terms to 98.8% significance. This suggests that a statistically meaningful
error in the coordinate transformation exists and warrants further characterization.
The mean and median for all four terms are not statistically different with a p-value of
1.0, suggesting that distribution of errors is not skewed. A more complete description
of distribution skewness will be provided in subsequent sections.
Table 8 is created by running 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations that calculate an
average quaternion constructed by random pairings of DMP and SA vectors for each of
the displayed number of comparisons: 2, 10, 100, 500, 1,000, and 10,000 comparisons
per mean. No measurement noise is included, and no correction for the apparent Sun
position was used. The quantities of interest that result from this analysis are the
total angular error (error in the scalar term) and angular error in each of the X-, Y-,
and Z-axes. The Monte Carlo standard deviation is also included for each quantity.
Angular error as discussed in Section 4.1 is reported in both degrees and arcseconds.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































in each axis. Although, taking into account standard deviation the 10,000 comparison
case is the best choice because at the worst-case the angular error is 61 arcseconds
for total angular error. The trend of the angular errors and their associated standard
deviations continue to substantially decrease with increasing number of comparisons
implying that true stability is achieved at a higher number of comparisons than is
necessary to meet the angular error goal.
The Y-axis angular error is the smallest out of the three axes. The total, X-
axis, and Z-axis error values are comparable. The same results are observed in the
standard deviation terms. The rate of error convergence follows a power fit. The
angular errors (with the exception of the Y-axis) decrease approximately raised to the
−0.1 power, whereas the angular error standard deviations decrease approximately
to the −0.5 power. The Y-axis angular error is unique and decreases to a power
of approximately −0.4. The exact values of these convergence trends are not of
particular importance. The trends are used to estimate the number of samples needed
for a given coordinate transformation accuracy constraint when the instrument is on
orbit.
4.4.2 Gaussian Error Added To SA Measurement
The case presented in Section 4.4.1 provides a needed baseline of comparison, but
does not accurately reflect on-orbit conditions. To simulate more flight-like conditions
the same analysis is performed with Gaussian measurement errors introduced. Using
values in Table 3 on page 25, noise on the order of the actual measurement error found
during instrument characterization is added to the azimuth and elevation positions
reported from STK. Error is not introduced for the DMP measurements. ARW can
be an important source of error for the gyroscopes, but not for the DMP within the
three minutes or so that is experienced during a solar event. This error is expected to
be 0.432 arcseconds in the worst case over the course of a three minute science event,
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which is less than 0.5% of the SA error.
With the addition of Gaussian error, the same process of calculating coordinate
transformation quaternions is followed as in Section 4.4.1 for the 15 test days. Key
quaternion statistics are summarized in the second half of Table 7. The mean and
median are shown for each term in the quaternion. The error in each term from the
expected unity quaternion [1 0 0 0]T is, at worst, on the order of 0.000248. Compared
to Section 4.4.1 without noise, the scalar term is about 1 arcminute from ideal and
the standard deviation increased three orders of magnitude. The X-term value and
standard deviation increased by one to two orders of magnitude. The Y-term mean
and median values are similar in both cases, but the standard deviation increased
by an order of magnitude. The Z-term mean is almost the same in both cases and
the standard deviation increased by a factor of two. A distinct increase in error
between the noisy and noiseless cases is expected considering the level of Gaussian
error injected into the measurements. The azimuth noise is the most significant with
1σ error of 2 arcminutes.
As discussed in the previous section, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used to non-
parametrically assess the statistical hypotheses that the mean of each term is statisti-
cally identical to zero and the mean and median are statistically different. The scalar
quaternion term is converted to angle space for this test using Equation 31. With
a p-value of less than 0.0001 the null hypothesis that the mean of each parameter
is statistically identical to zero is rejected for all four quaternion terms. This sug-
gests that a statistically meaningful error in the coordinate transformation exists and
warrants further characterization. The mean and median for all four terms are not
statistically different with a p-value of 1.0, suggesting that distribution of errors is not
skewed. The statistics on the mean and median provide insight into the distribution
of quaternion terms, but the forthcoming Monte Carlo simulations provide a clearer
understanding of stability and accuracy.
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Similar to Section 4.4.1, Table 9 is created by running 1,000 Monte Carlo simula-
tions for each of the displayed number of comparisons: 2, 10, 100, 500, 1,000, 10,000,
and 50,000 comparisons per mean. The quantities of interest are the total angular
error (error in the scalar term) and angular error in each of the X-, Y-, and Z-axes.
The standard deviation is also included for each quantity.
The 60 arcsecond goal on the mean is not met by any of the combinations for the
total angular error. The goal was set by the DMP science team as the low limit for
generating a plot of the coordinate transformation total error as a function of number
of rotation axis pairings. Although the total angular error decreases as expected
with an increasing number of comparisons in the mean, with the level of error in the
combined azimuth and elevation positions, this shortcoming seems an inevitability for
the number of comparisons that can be made with the currently available simulated
data set. The quaternion generated with 50,000 comparisons in the mean has on
average 73 arcseconds of total angular error. With the same level of instrumentation
error in the azimuth and elevation positions on orbit, it is expected that a similar
error will be achieved with 317 solar occultation events with total event rotation axes
that are sufficiently linearly independent, or about 10 days worth of occultation data
distributed over at least one full beta cycle. The X- and Y-axis angular errors drop
below the 60 arcsecond goal, whereas the Z-axis error is on par with the total angular
error.
With Gaussian noise added to the SA data, the convergence for the angular errors
range from the power of −0.28 to −0.41. The rate of error convergence for the
standard deviations are consistent with Table 8 following a power of −0.5. Compared
to Table 8, the angular errors achieved at high number of comparisons per mean are









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.4.3 Unmodified STK Data With Apparent Sun Motion Correction
To provide another baseline case, the apparent Sun motion correction described in
Sections 3.2.3.1 and 4.2 is applied to the STK data without the addition of Gaussian
noise. It was expected that this case should be an improvement over the results from
Section 4.4.1.
With the addition of an apparent Sun motion correction, the same process of
calculating coordinate transformation quaternions is followed as in Section 4.4.1 for
the 15 test days. Key statistics for the quaternions are summarized in the first half
of Table 10. The mean and median are shown for each term in the quaternion. The
error in each term from the expected unity quaternion [1 0 0 0]T is, at worst, on the
order of 4.48 × 10−5. The results are consistent with the case with no noise and no
Sun correction in Section 4.4.1. All variation between the two cases are well within
the standard deviations, and the standard deviations are almost identical for the
vector terms of the quaternion. There is improvement in the scalar term for the Sun
corrected case, but the difference is not statistically significant at the 95% confidence
level. Although the purpose of a Sun correction is to improve the quaternion end
result, it is entirely possible that the additional computation and roundoff errors
associated with a correction offset the improvement.
As discussed in previous sections, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used to non-
parametrically assess the statistical hypotheses that the mean of each term is sta-
tistically identical to zero, and the mean and median are statistically different. The
scalar quaternion term is converted to angle space for this test using Equation 31.
With a p-value of less than 0.0001 the null hypothesis that the mean of each param-
eter is statistically identical to zero is rejected for all four quaternion terms. This
suggests that a statistically meaningful error in the coordinate transformation exists
and warrants further characterization. The mean and median for all four terms are



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Similar to Section 4.4.1, Table 11 is created by running 1,000 Monte Carlo simula-
tions for each of the displayed number of comparisons: 2, 10, 100, 500, 1,000, 10,000,
and 50,000 comparisons per mean. The quantities of interest are the total angular
error (error in the scalar term) and angular error in each of the X-, Y-, and Z-axes.
The standard deviation is also included for each quantity.
At 100 comparisons in a mean the 60 arcsecond goal is met, although this can be
further reduced with larger comparison size. Taking into account standard deviation,
the 500 comparisons has a worst-case angular error of 50 arcseconds. This is an
improvement over the number of comparisons needed in Section 4.4.1. Unlike the
results in Table 10, the Sun correction provides significant improvement over the case
with no correction when averaging several comparisons. Similar to Section 4.4.1 the
Y-axis angular error is smaller than the total, X-, and Z-axis errors. The standard
deviations for all four errors are increasingly similar with larger comparison size.
With the apparent Sun correction applied the rate of angular error convergence
follows a fit raised to the power of −0.16 and −0.5 for the standard deviations. These
results are consistent with the trends in Section 4.4.1.
4.4.4 Gaussian Error Added To SA Measurement With Sun Correction
The case presented in Section 4.4.3 provides a baseline for the addition of an apparent
Sun motion correction. To simulate more flight-like conditions the same analysis
is performed with Gaussian error introduced to the SA measurements. Similar to
Section 4.4.2, the values in Table 3 on page 25 are used to add noise on the order of
the error observed during instrument characterization to the azimuth and elevation
positions reported from STK. Error is not introduced for the DMP measurements.
With the addition of both Gaussian error and apparent Sun motion corrections,










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































in Section 4.4.1 for the 15 test days. Key quaternion statistics are summarized in
the second half of Table 10. The mean and median are shown for each term in the
quaternion. The error in each quaternion term from the expected unity quaternion
[1 0 0 0]T is, at worst, on the order of 0.000235. Compared to the case without noise
the scalar term is almost 1 arcminute farther from ideal, and the standard deviation
increased by an order of magnitude.
The results are consistent with the differences seen between Sections 4.4.1 and
4.4.2 when noise was added to SA measurements without an apparent Sun motion
correction. There are sign changes in all three vector terms between the mean and
median with and without noise. The standard deviations are on par with what was
found in Section 4.4.2 with noise.
As discussed in previous sections, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used to non-
parametrically assess the statistical hypotheses that the mean of each term is sta-
tistically identical to zero, and the mean and median are statistically different. The
scalar quaternion term is converted to angle space for this test using Equation 31.
With a p-value of less than 0.0004 the null hypothesis that the mean of each param-
eter is statistically identical to zero is rejected for all four quaternion terms. This
suggests that a statistically meaningful error in the coordinate transformation exists
and warrants further characterization. The mean and median for all four terms are
not statistically different with a p-value of 1.0, suggesting that distribution of errors
is not skewed.
Similar to Section 4.4.1, Table 12 is created by running 1,000 Monte Carlo simula-
tions for each of the displayed number of comparisons: 2, 10, 100, 500, 1,000, 10,000,
50,000, and 75,000 comparisons per mean. The quantities of interest are total angular
error (error in the scalar term) and angular error in each of the X-, Y-, and Z-axes.
The standard deviation is also included for each quantity.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































reached by any number of the available comparisons. This reinforces that with noise
in azimuth and elevation measurements the angular error goal is not reachable with
the limited number of simulated samples. The quaternion generated with 75,000
comparisons in the mean has on average 79 arcseconds of total angular error. The
X-axis angular error does drop below 60 arcseconds, however, the Y- and Z-axis errors
do not.
The convergence for the angular errors range from the power of −0.25 to −0.37.
The rate of error convergence for the standard deviations follows a power of −0.53
on average. These results are consistent with Section 4.4.2.
The added benefit of correcting for apparent Sun position is not distinct when
measurement error is included. There was noticeable difference between the cases in
Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3, but this does not translate when comparing Sections 4.4.2
and the current case. This provides a basis for the argument that an apparent Sun
motion correction should not be applied for SAGE III in flight.
4.4.5 Combined Results
The presentation of results in Sections 4.4.1 through 4.4.4 can be graphically combined
to draw further conclusions about the coordinate transformation error. The following
Figures 23 to 26 show the total, X-, Y-, and Z-axis angular errors for all test cases.
The total angular error for the four test cases is graphed in Figure 23. The two
cases without additional noise are noticeably smaller in magnitude than the two with
noise. The two cases with noise most closely reflect flight conditions. The total
angular error for these two cases does not drop below the 60 arcsecond goal proposed
for the trend study by the DMP science team, unlike the two cases without noise. This
does not imply that an accuracy of less than 60 arcsecond cannot be reached, however.
The number of comparisons used for this thesis are limited by the generation of
simulated data. On orbit there will be daily data downlinks of approximately 32 solar
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Figure 23: Total Angular Error versus Number of Comparisons in Mean.
The plot on the top displays comparison sizes 10 to 75,000, and the plot on the bottom
displays comparison sizes 1,000 to 75,000. Monte Carlo error bars are 1σ.
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events. The number of comparisons will grow during instrument commissioning (the
first three months of operation) and when routine operations commence, it is likely
a coordinate transformation can be provided using the method found during this
investigation. The total angular error trend fit from Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.4 implies
that the number of comparisons needed to reach an error under 60 arcseconds is
approximately 58,000 and 75,000 comparisons, respectively. The trend fit to the data
slightly underestimates the values suggested towards the tail end of the tables because
the fit is imperfect. Nevertheless, the data suggest that the number of comparisons
needed to reach 60 arcseconds is ultimately achievable.
The X-axis angular error for the four test cases is graphed in Figure 24. Similar to
total angular error in Figure 23, the two cases without measurement noise display a
shallow decrease and smaller magnitude than the test cases with noise. With greater
than 50,000 comparisons in the mean all four cases are below the 60 arcsecond trending
goal. Based on this figure it is expected that the X-axis angular error will be below
the threshold on orbit. The high fidelity of the model simulation including the use of
flight BAD and TLEs suggests these results are achievable.
The Y-axis angular error for the four test cases is graphed in Figure 25. The overall
trends are consistent with the total and X-axis angular errors. At high numbers of
comparisons the cases with the apparent Sun motion correction have more error than
the cases without the Sun correction, and the error bars for the cases with noise do not
overlap. For the Y-axis the apparent Sun correction does not consistently minimize
the angular error. The case with Sun correction and noise is the only case that does
not reach the 60 arcsecond trending goal.
The Z-axis angular error for the four test cases is graphed in Figure 26. The
overall trend is consistent with the total, X-axis, and Y-axis angular errors. For
high numbers of comparisons, the error for cases with Sun correction are lower than
without, which is not always the case for the total error and the other axes, showing
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Figure 24: X-axis Angular Error versus Number of Comparisons in Mean.
The plot on the top displays comparison sizes 10 to 75,000, and the plot on the bottom
displays comparison sizes 1,000 to 75,000. Monte Carlo error bars are 1σ.
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Figure 25: Y-axis Angular Error versus Number of Comparisons in Mean.
The plot on the top displays comparison sizes 10 to 75,000, and the plot on the bottom
displays comparison sizes 1,000 to 75,000. Monte Carlo error bars are 1σ.
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Figure 26: Z-axis Angular Error versus Number of Comparisons in Mean.
The plot on the top displays comparison sizes 10 to 75,000, and the plot on the bottom
displays comparison sizes 1,000 to 75,000. Monte Carlo error bars are 1σ.
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that the apparent Sun motion correction is well captured for the Z-axis around which
most of that motion occurs during solar occultations. The cases with measurement
noise do not drop below the 60 arcsecond trend goal, but the error bars do encompass
the threshold.
It was hypothesized in Section 4.2 that the apparent Sun motion correction would
be necessary on orbit. From the angular error figures, however, the Sun correction
with noise case is consistently within the error bars of the case with no Sun cor-
rection and noise with the exception of the Y-axis angular error at large numbers of
comparisons in mean. Also, as previously discussed, the Sun correction inconsistently
minimizes error. Based on the analysis of the four test cases the apparent Sun motion
correction does not need to be applied on orbit.
Using simulated data the 60 arcsecond trending goal requested by the SAGE III
DMP science team was not met for all angular errors considered. The error trends
decrease at an average power of −0.5. When the SAGE III payload is in flight the
number of comparisons available will ideally increase with time, and given a coor-
dinate transformation error requirement, multiple coordinate transformation quater-
nions could be derived during the course of the mission using a determined number
of rotation axes pairings, and so changes in the coordinate transformation quaternion
between the DMP and SA can be trended over time.
4.4.6 Error Around Sun Vector
The previous sections have established the process of determining how many compar-
isons are needed to derive a stable and accurate average coordinate transformation
and the angular error inherent in this quaternion. Once an average quaternion is
established on orbit, it will be used to transform DMP measurements to the SA co-
ordinate frame. The application of the coordinate transformation for correcting the
altitude registration of the SA solar data is in the “Rate Fix” portion of the SAGE III
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transmission algorithm (Damadeo et al., 2013). The rotation error around the Sun
vector, or clocking error, is of particular interest because the Rate Fix correction is
only applied in the instrument boresight scan plane. The coordinate transformation
pitch along the boresight scan direction is irrelevant to the Rate Fix correction be-
cause the gyro correction will be made relative to the absolute SA measurements of
the solar edges. The aspects of pointing that are important to this process are where
the instrument is pointing on the Sun and where in tangent altitude. Clocking error
will affect these components of pointing knowledge, and their relationship is coupled.
The amount of noise inherent in pointing on the solar disk that is accounted for in
the SAGE III inversion algorithm is a known quantity. The SAGE III DMP science
team has directed that clocking error on the order of an arcminute is within the noise
for pointing on the solar disk and would not introduce a significant amount of error.
How this translates to altitude registration will be discussed in Section 4.4.6.2.
4.4.6.1 Clocking Error
In Section 3.2.3 the SA partial quaternion q2 (the clocking quaternion) was con-
structed using the DMP total rotation because the SA is missing a component of
total rotation since it reports only two angles. By using this method the DMP total
rotation and SA azimuth and elevation angles were assumed to be correct, attributing
any difference between partial quaternion q1 and the total rotation observed by the
DMP as clocking around the Sun. This assumption introduces error into the clocking
because the difference between q1 and the DMP rotation can also be because of error
in azimuth and elevation positions, and error in the DMP measurement of rotation.
This was the most direct way to derive a coordinate transformation with the measure-
ments supplied by the SAGE III instrument, but the effect of that assumption will
manifest itself in the clocking error. The following analysis serves as a measure of how
much error is in the clocking and determines if it is small enough to avoid negatively
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impacting the science product when a correction using the coordinate transformation
is applied.
The clocking error will be a fraction of the full angular error that has been previ-
ously derived. To find this error, θs, around the Sun vector, rearrange the dot product
between the vector portion of the transformation quaternion qT and Sun vectors s .





Relate θs to α using
θs = θ cosα, (84)
where θ is the transformation quaternion angle. Finally, the error around the Sun
vector is found using




where qθ is the scalar portion of the transformation quaternion. The full suite of v 1
and v 2 vectors (as defined in Section 3.2.3) make up the Sun vectors s that are used
to find θs.
This method of deriving clocking error assumes that the error is small and that
the vibration environment in the scan plane is similar to the vibration environment in
the plane orthogonal to the scan plane. The dot product between the scan plane and
orthogonal plane when offset by a small amount, say an arcminute, when assuming
the magnitude of vibration in both planes is comparable, would introduce a negligible
amount of angular error.
The clocking error is calculated using the mean coordinate transformations de-
rived from the Monte Carlo simulations described in Section 4.4.2 for each 2, 10, 100,
500, 1,000, 10,000, and 50,000 comparisons in the mean. The mean coordinate trans-
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Figure 27: Clocking Error Distribution. The histogram shows the distribution
of clocking errors for 50,000 comparisons in a mean coordinate transformation quater-
nion with SA Gaussian measurement noise and no apparent Sun motion correction.
available for pairing over the set of 15 days used for this research. To calculate clock-
ing, the angle constraint described in Section 4.2 is used, no apparent Sun motion
correction is applied, and Gaussian SA measurement noise is included.
A distribution of error is shown for the 50,000 comparison case in Figure 27. The
distribution is clearly non-Gaussian. In fact, when analyzing the individual clocking
errors, the error often oscillates between positive and negative based on event type
(Sunrise vs Sunset). This manifestation of error in clocking supports a need to derive
separate coordinate transformation quaternions for each event type.
Separating the clocking error by event type in Figure 28 shows a clear positive bias
for Sunrise events and negative bias for Sunsets. Sunrise and Sunset events are defined
by the apparent motion of the Sun relative to the Earth limb. Table 13 summarizes
the associated statistics. The average bias for each event type is approximately half
an arcminute, oppositely signed by event type. As expected from Figure 27, the two
events are distinctly biased. The skewness statistic proves that the overall distribution
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Sunrise Events Sunset Events
Figure 28: Clocking Error Distribution Split by Event Type. The histograms
show the distribution of clocking errors for 50,000 comparisons in a mean coordinate
transformation with SA Gaussian measurement noise and no apparent Sun motion
correction. Sunrise events are on the left, and Sunset events are on the right.
highly skewed with absolute values greater than 1.
The level of error for both event types is acceptable because it is just over an
arcminute in the worst case. To minimize the error on orbit from algorithm bias and
from thermoelastic effects it is recommended to derive two coordinate transforma-
tions, one for each event type.
Table 13: Clocking Error Statistics for 50,000 Comparisons. Clocking error
statistics are reported for all event types and each event type individually.
All Events Sunrise Sunset
Mean (arcseconds) 5.196981726 37.1144797 −26.44887797




Minimum (arcseconds) −67.02146164 −50.49199141 −67.02146164
Maximum (arcseconds) 68.66870538 68.44741404 68.66870538
Skewness −0.093294570 −1.032830995 1.125820499
The ranges for Sunrise and Sunset events span almost the same range as the
combined events. The standard deviation decreases by about 11 arcseconds on average
when split by event type. In all cases the means and standard deviations are less than
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Figure 29: Mean Clocking Error by Event Type. The plots show the average
clocking error separated by Sunrise and Sunset events. Error bars are 1σ.
by 9 arcseconds in the worst case.
Figure 29 shows the mean clocking error for both Sunrise and Sunset events in-
dividually. Because the measurements are inherently noisy, the standard deviation
will not become infinitesimally small. The 50,000 comparison case has been used as a
basis for analysis following the results shown in Section 4.4.2. The trend in Figure 29
shows the strong positive bias for Sunrise events and negative bias for Sunset events
for all numbers of comparisons in the mean further supporting the conclusion reached
following Figure 28.
4.4.6.2 Clocking Error Altitude Registration
The clocking error propagates as an error in the tangent altitude, Zt (shown in Fig-
ure 2 on page 2). This is the error in altitude over a full Sun scan caused by clocking
error θs. Accurate knowledge of the tangent altitude where the instrument is pointing










Figure 30: Defining the Relationship Between Zt and θ. The ISS is orbiting
the Earth at an altitude O and acquiring science measurements at scan mirror angle θ
with respect to the local spacecraft horizon. Species are retrieved at corresponding
tangent altitude Zt.
and Equation 86 show the relationship between tangent altitude and scan angle θ,





Rearranging and taking the derivative provides
dZt
dθ
= (RE +O) cos θ. (87)
Solving for ∆Zt
∆Zt = (RE +O) cos (θ)∆θ, (88)
for small ∆θ. The maximum derivative occurs when cos θ = 1 or θ = 0, but that






Figure 31: θs Offset from Scan Plane. D is measured in the instrument scan
plane on the Sun. DN is offset by θs.





The worst case altitude error ∆Zt,max can be found by
∆Zt,max = (RE +O) cos (θmax)∆θ. (90)
Figure 31 relates the clocking error θs to the scan plane.





where DN is the angular height on the Sun during an instrument scan, and D is the
projection of DN into the scan plane. Solving for ∆θ,
∆θ = DN −D = DN −DN cos θs. (92)
∆θ = DN(1− cos θs). (93)
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Solving for A in Figure 30 when Zt is zero gives
A2 +R2E = (RE +O)
2 ⇒ A =
√
(RE +O)2 −RE2. (94)






Substituting Equations 93 and 95 into Equation 90 provides the final ∆Zt,max.
∆Zt,max = DN(1− cos θs)
√
(RE +O)2 −RE2. (96)
Table 14: Values For ∆Zt Calculation. Equation 96 will yield altitude registra-






Figure 32 shows the results for ∆Zt,max using the θs means calculated from all
outcomes of the 50,000 comparison case found in Section 4.4.6.1 and constants defined
in Table 14. The error in tangent altitude is so small as to be insignificant, with a
percentage error less than 0.001% of the stated instrument vertical resolution of 1 km
and a maximum value less than 1 meter. Per approval of the SAGE III DMP science
team, this level of error is acceptable for incorporation into the inversion algorithm.
4.4.7 Non-orthogonal Application
Non-orthogonality in the DMP axes is considered unlikely because Honeywell has
flown approximately 400 MIMUs that have not exhibited non-orthogonality in the
operational theater. However, since there is a remote possibility of non-orthogonality
post-launch, additional analysis is included to detect how violating the assumption of




























Figure 32: ∆Zt Max Distribution. This histogram of the maximum tangent
altitude errors over 468 occultation events (including scans at both v 1 and v 2 Sun
vectors for each event) is based on a coordinate transformation quaternion using a
mean of 50,000 comparisons. SA Gaussian measurement noise was included in the
simulation, and no apparent Sun motion correction was made.
The following analysis is a way to gauge if the gyros have shifted on the sensor block
resulting in a non-orthogonal coordinate basis and if a post processing orthogonaliza-
tion might be needed.
The Markley fast quaternion estimation method assumes both orthogonality and
measurement error, meaning variation in the output is assumed to be caused by
the measurement error alone. Conversely, matrix inversion for six linearly indepen-
dent measurements does not assume orthogonality but does assume perfect mea-
surements. With perfect measurements differences are assumed to be caused by
non-orthogonality. These error assumptions are essentially equivalent for small non-
orthogonalities. Mathematically distinguishing between what is measurement error
as opposed to the presence of non-orthogonal axes is exceptionally difficult, and ul-
timately not worthwhile if both effects can be accounted for in one statistical error
bar.
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Non-orthogonalities are expected to be small for the SAGE III payload, if any non-
orthogonality exists, and this supports using the fast quaternion method for finding
the coordinate transformation. The coordinate transformation can be calculated using
the same method for both an orthogonal and non-orthogonal simulated DMP data
set, and the magnitude of the errors can be compared. If a significant difference exists
in the comparison, the difference between the expected errors can be used to detect
the presence of non-orthogonality on orbit.
For the first three test cases, a small 1 arcminute offset is applied separately to each
axis. Next, a small 1 arcminute offset is applied to each axis to form a three-axis non-
orthogonal system. These RLG axes are used to generate simulated DMP data on five
days: 2 February, 5 February, 25 March, 27 March, and 4 April 2014. The definitions
of these axes are provided in Table 6. The quaternion statistics are summarized in
Tables 15, 16, and 17 both with and without SA Gaussian measurement error cases.
In all cases a Sun correction is applied, and the entirely orthogonal case is included
for comparison. The mean and median are shown for each term in the quaternion.
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used to non-parametrically test if the mean
quaternion of the non-orthogonal cases are statistically significantly different from
the baseline. The null hypothesis that the two means are statistically identical is
accepted both with and without additional Gaussian measurement error in the SA
azimuth and elevation and for non-orthogonality in all axes. The p-value, however,
varies for each axis. The largest p-values correspond to Y-axis non-orthogonality
(0.875 without noise, 1 with noise) and lowest when the Z-axis or all axes are non-
orthogonal (0.625 without noise, 0.25 with noise). The smallest value is well outside
the range of statistical likelihood of being different.
Comparing the four small non-orthogonal cases with measurement noise to the










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































magnitude for all quaternion terms. The largest percentage difference in the stan-
dard deviation terms corresponds to the three-axis non-orthogonal system with 1.1%
greater standard deviation than the baseline case for the Z-term of the quaternion.
On average, however, the standard deviations are 0.2% different from the baseline
case. From these results it can be concluded that a very small non-orthogonality
of an arcminute or less in any of the three axes or in all of the axes at once does
not present distinctly different coordinate transformations and does not significantly
increase the standard deviation. To determine if this conclusion is definitively sup-
ported, the angular error will be analyzed later in this section.
For the next test cases, offsets ranging from 1.281◦ to 1.811◦ are applied to each
axis individually and the three axes combined on five days: 2 February, 5 February,
25 March, 27 March, and 4 April 2014. The definitions of these axes are provided in
Table 6. The quaternion statistics are summarized in Tables 18 and 19 for both with
and without SA Gaussian measurement error. In all cases a Sun correction is applied.
For the same days the baseline is included in Table 15. The mean and median are
shown for each term in the quaternion. The degree of non-orthogonalilty in this test
case is far beyond the magnitude expected to be observed on orbit, but it is included
as an extreme case for characterization.
Again, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used to non-parametrically test if the mean
quaternion of the non-orthogonal cases are statistically significantly different from the
baseline. The null hypothesis that the means are statistically identical is accepted
both with and without Gaussian measurement errors in the SA azimuth and elevation
and for non-orthogonality in all axes. Similar to the small non-orthogonal cases the
p-values differ greatly for each axis. The largest p-values correspond to Y-axis non-
orthogonality (0.625 without noise, 0.875 with noise) and the lowest correspond to
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Compared to the baseline and small non-orthogonality cases, when no additional
SA Gaussian measurement noise is present there are up to three orders of magni-
tude difference in the quaternion terms, and the standard deviations are about one
order of magnitude larger. When noise is introduced, the quaternion terms resulting
from the large non-orthogonal cases are about one order of magnitude larger than
the baseline and small non-orthogonal cases with noise. The standard deviations are
approximately the same except in the Z-term, which is an order of magnitude larger.
On average, however, the standard deviations are 241% larger than the baseline case.
With large non-orthogonality on the order of 1◦ in any or all of the three axes, the
standard deviations are significantly larger than the baseline case. If a large non-
orthogonality is present post-launch, the magnitudes of the standard deviations in
the terms of the derived coordinate transformation quaternion will be one of the indi-
cations that non-orthogonality exists. An analysis of angular error will be presented
next.
To further analyze the effects of non-orthogonality similar to Section 4.4.2, Ta-
bles 20, 21, and 22 are created by running 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations for each of
the displayed number of comparisons: 2, 10, 100, 500, 1,000, and 10,000 comparisons
per mean. The quantities of interest are total angular error (error in the scalar term)
and angular error in each of the X-, Y-, and Z-axes. The standard deviation is also
included for each quantity. The tables included are representative of the aforemen-
tioned non-orthogonal variations. Table 20 contains the results for the baseline case
of the five days with SA Gaussian measurement error, Table 21 for the X-, Y-, and
Z-axes small non-orthogonality case with the addition of SA measurement noise, and
Table 22 for the X-, Y-, and Z-axes large non-orthogonality case with SA measure-
ment noise. As shown in Table 6 on page 75, for slight non-orthogonality, the offset
in each axis is expected to be about 1 arcminute. For large non-orthogonality the


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The magnitude of the errors across the board are larger than what was observed
in previous sections because the results encompass only five days. This limits the
number of comparisons that can be run in the Monte Carlo simulations without
oversampling. Because of this limitation none of the angular errors are below the
60 arcsecond trending goal. This does not present a problem, however, because
reaching the science angular error goal is not the purpose of this analysis. The purpose
is to identify indications in the data analysis that point to axis non-orthogonalities.
Therefore, analyzing the angular error trends is sufficient and a useful exercise.
Consistent with the standard statistics in previous tables, the baseline (Table 20)
and small non-orthogonal case (Table 21) produce similar angular error values and
have similar standard deviations, thus supporting the conclusion that a small RLG
non-orthogonality of 1 arcminute or less will not significantly increase the error. The
error convergence for the baseline angular errors follow an average power fit raised to
the −0.24 power. The rate of error convergence for the standard deviations follow an
average power fit of −0.47. If the DMP axes shift to a slightly non-orthogonal con-
figuration it will not likely be detected in the coordinate transformation quaternion.
Conversely, comparing Tables 20 and 22 the error terms and their standard de-
viations are grossly larger than the baseline. At 10,000 comparisons per mean the
angular errors are on average a 1233% increase, and the standard deviations are on
average a 21% increase over the baseline. Error convergence for the angular errors fol-
low an average power fit raised to the −0.03 power. This trend is distinctly different
from the baseline and small non-orthogonality cases. The rate of error convergence
for the standard deviations follow an average power fit of −0.47, which is consistent
with the previous two cases.
After evaluating the standard statistics and Monte Carlo analysis it is clear that
slight non-orthogonality is not easily ascertainable, and small non-orthogonalities do
not substantially increase the angular error of the coordinate transformation. As
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expected, very large non-orthogonality noticeably increases angular error and alters
the error trends.
The clocking error and corresponding altitude error have a similar relationship in
the non-orthogonal case as to the results in Sections 4.4.6.1 and 4.4.6.2. Table 23
compares the two quantities for the baseline, small non-orthogonal, and large non-
orthogonal cases.
Table 23: Clocking Error and ∆Zt Statistics for the Non-Orthogonal Cases.
The non-orthogonal clocking and altitude statistics for the large non-orthogonal case
are noticeably larger than the baseline and small non-orthogonal cases.
θs (arcseconds)
Baseline Small Large
Mean −25.92494362 −24.87458306 −128.4101896




Minimum −409.0425264 −360.4606217 −5881.046093
Maximum 414.6531005 362.3385566 5204.003565
∆Ztmax (meters)
Baseline Small Large
Mean 0.019733836 0.015123058 3.421548047




Minimum 4.15357× 10−8 2.95463× 10−8 1.28× 10−4
Maximum 0.043677055 0.033351291 8.785437771
Similar to the conclusions drawn based on the standard statistics and angular
error earlier in this section, it is clear that a small non-orthogonality exhibits similar
behavior to the baseline case and would not be easy to distinguish. Large non-
orthogonality, however, would challenge acceptable levels of error. The maximum
altitude deviation is almost 9 meters.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusions
The presented research explains the essential nature of calibration and attitude deter-
mination for SAGE III ISS on-orbit operations. The expected on-orbit performance
of the coordinate system calibration has been investigated, and the methods and
algorithms to produce an attitude product have been provided. The research ques-
tions posed in Section 4.1 which have been answered by the subsequent analyses are
summarized herein.
5.1.1 Sampling Considerations
The number of solar occultation events that needs to be acquired by the SAGE III
payload to derive a well-performing coordinate transformation was extensively inves-
tigated in Chapter 4. Of the four cases examined in Sections 4.4.1 through 4.4.4, the
two without additional SA Gaussian measurement noise were included as a baseline
and do not closely reflect flight conditions. The case with SA Gaussian measurement
error and without an apparent Sun motion correction (Section 4.4.2) and the case
with both SA Gaussian measurement error and an apparent Sun motion correction
(Section 4.4.4) are most representative of what can be expected in flight. The 1 arc-
minute criterion was used to examine the behavior of the error decay curve. Stability
was assessed based on the asymptotic behavior of the angular error and angular er-
ror standard deviation trends. Although the 60 arcsecond goal was not consistently
reached in either case for the four angular errors analyzed (total, X-, Y-, and Z-axis
errors), this was not an analysis requirement. The establishment of the trend was
sufficient to estimate the number of solar events needed on orbit and provides insight
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to the SAGE III DMP science team to refine the on-orbit angular error requirement.
The mean total angular error levels reached were 73 and 79 arcseconds, respectively,
which corresponds to just over 1.3 arcminutes in the worst case. The trends indicate
that approximately 58,000 and 75,000 comparisons between paired measurements of
rotation axes are needed to achieve an error below 60 arcseconds. Assimilating these
outcomes, 75,000 comparisons serves as a basis for on-orbit characterization. To be
conservative, an estimate of 100,000 comparisons can be established. As described
in Section 4.3, the number of solar events needed to reach this level of comparisons
is approximately 448. With an average of 32 daily solar events, this level can be
achieved using about two weeks of data taken at various times over a full solar beta
angle cycle.
Lunar events were not included in the simulated data set for two reasons; The
Moon is not as uniform as the Sun, and it moves more quickly with respect to the
fixed stars than the Sun. If there is a desire to derive a coordinate transformation
on orbit earlier, extending the algorithm to include lunar events is a possibility, but
there would be a need for an apparent Moon motion correction. Since the length of
the SAGE III ISS commissioning phase is three months, it is possible for a coordinate
transformation to be derived before routine operations begin. This is an excellent
outcome, but additional factors exist.
5.1.2 Effects of ISS Orientation
The placement of a science payload, such as SAGE III, on the ISS platform presents
challenges for science data retrievals. The extent to which the ISS operations limit or
in some way impact SAGE III can be difficult to predict prior to being on orbit. As
such, simulation using the BAD data was essential to the calibration derivation. One
of the more surprising outcomes from this research was how integral slew events (large
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deviations from ISS TEA) are to the development of an accurate coordinate trans-
formation. From an operations perspective, such events may be viewed as disruptive
and potentially damaging to the payload, but for calibration the slew events move
the payload axis of rotation within the DMP coordinate frame and thereby provide
much needed angular separation between vector inputs to the optimal fast quaternion
method. Generally, when such an event is occurring it is because of a spacecraft dock-
ing or ISS maintenance. Contamination is of paramount concern during operations,
thus suspending science events if a visiting vehicle is outgassing beyond SAGE III
limitations. There is also the likelihood that the maneuver causes too much distur-
bance for science data to be viable, and might also orient the payload such that the
HMA cannot maintain the instrument in a nadir-viewing geometry. If the change in
orientation is purely a rotation about the ISS Z-axis, then the scan head can compen-
sate because the SAGE III instrument can rotate over 360◦ in azimuth. Orientation
changes about the X- or Y-axis, however, must be within the ±8◦ for which the HMA
can compensate in order for a science event to occur. Although slew events are not
guaranteed on orbit, based on several months of BAD they occur on average about
once per month. The derivation of a coordinate transformation will be an ongoing
process. Even after an initial quaternion is established, routine verification and up-
dates will allow trending to ensure that there are no unexpected deviations over time.
Gathering statistics at various TEAs and the full range of beta angles inside a moving
temporal window will aid in this verification process.
The angle constraint discussed and established in Section 4.2 is intrinsically linked
to a non-static ISS orientation with respect to LVLH. Applying the angle constraint
removes outliers in the quaternion terms, as shown in Figure 22 on page 80, and
improves the transformation quaternion accuracy. The most effective way to ob-
tain DMP/SA combinations with angular separations greater than a few degrees is
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through incorporation of solar events during off-nominal attitudes caused by ISS ma-
neuvers with solar events acquired at nominal ISS attitudes. These maneuvers are not
predictable prior to launch, but historical data suggest one such maneuver could be
witnessed within a month of being on orbit. Currently 12 ISS dockings are scheduled
for 2017, confirming the historical maneuver frequency will likely continue after the
SpaceX-10 launch.
Although exact on-orbit conditions cannot be predicted, it is possible to estimate
how the angle constraint could prolong the calibration of the initial coordinate trans-
formation. Equation 81 in Section 4.3 calculates the number of comparisons that can
be generated from n samples. If m represents the number of samples captured during
off-nominal ISS orientations, Equation 81 becomes
number of comparisons = m× n, (97)
because this represents the number of pairs that do not violate the angle constraint.
The number of events n accumulated during the three month commissioning phase
is about 2,880 events. To reach 100,000 comparisons in this time period about 35
samples, or just over one day of science events, would need to be at an off-nominal
ISS attitude. With an off-nominal orientation approximately once a month and based
on the durations seen in BAD used for the simulated data set, 35 samples is achiev-
able. Even if contamination limits occultations or if slew events are not as frequent
as predicted, a coordinate transformation should be established within the first six
months of on-orbit operations.
As the beta angle cycle causes TEA variations the angular separation between
measured rotation axes will vary as well. The rotation axis angular separations were
approximately 8.5◦ or less over a full beta cycle for the chosen 11 simulated test
days during which the ISS maintained a nominal TEA. This means that the ISS
TEA wobbles with respect to LVLH by about 8.5◦ over a full beta cycle. With an
angular constraint of 10◦ the calibration cannot be performed, but a relaxed angular
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constraint could be used to build a set of rotation axes. This will be discussed further
in Section 5.2.1.
5.1.3 Effects of Instrument Noise
Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.4 incorporated realistic instrument measurement Gaussian noise
into the simulated STK data. The effects of the noise on the transformation quater-
nion terms were pronounced. Between the cases with and without noise, the increase
in angular error ranged from 2–53 arcseconds at 10,000 comparisons in the mean. It
is because of noise that statistics and time become important. The trends in angular
error and standard deviation presented and analyzed in Chapter 4 show that with an
increasing number of combinations the angular error decreases toward some unknown
asymptote, and the standard deviations diminish correspondingly. By extrapolating
these trends, it is feasible and realistic to expect that once the appropriate num-
ber of comparisons have been accumulated on orbit, the desired level of accuracy is
achievable despite measurement noise. That behavior is considered a validation of the
proposed calibration technique. It is likely that the flight angular error requirement,
to be defined by the SAGE III DMP science team, will be larger than the 60 arcsec-
ond goal presented in the thesis further supporting the conclusion that measurement
noise will not prevent reaching this goal.
5.1.4 Effects of Non-Orthogonality
Two non-orthogonal coordinate frames were simulated for DMP data in STK. The
first frame incorporated an arcminute per axis of non-orthogonality, which would be
the most likely maximum limit if indeed any non-orthogonality occurs in flight, and
the second coordinate frame introduced large non-orthogonality for demonstration
purposes. For both test configurations non-orthogonality was introduced to each of
the X-, Y-, and Z-axes individually as well as all three axes simultaneously. Although
variation did exist between the inclusion of non-orthogonality in each or all axes, the
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angular error trends were similar throughout all configurations. Through this analysis,
it was determined that small RLG non-orthogonality, whether it be in an individual
axis or multiple axes, is not easily detectable and also not significantly detrimental
to the derived coordinate transformation quaternion. If non-orthogonality occurs in
the DMP, it will presumably not be ascertained through the derivation or analysis of
the transformation quaternion. Large non-orthogonality was easily detectable by the
magnitude of the variance in the coordinate transformation quaternion terms, and
the angular error trends were distinctly different from the baseline case.
5.1.5 Effects of Apparent Sun Motion
The phenomenon of apparent Sun motion was initially described in Section 3.2.3.1.
The correction process was then applied in Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. Based on these
results, it can be concluded that applying an apparent Sun motion correction is not
beneficial enough to use on orbit, as illustrated by Figures 23 through 26. The av-
erages for the cases with noise and with/without a Sun correction (shown in black
or blue, respectively) are almost statistically identical based on the error bars. Ad-
ditionally, in many instances the mean case without a Sun correction outperforms
the case with a Sun correction. Incorporating an apparent Sun motion correction
was a straightforward process for the STK simulation, but accounting for how the
Sun moves with respect to the fixed stars would have been a challenge on orbit. In
flight, there is no readily available mechanism to use the ICRF Sun vector because
the corresponding ICRF attitude rates of the payload would have to be known. This
would require a knowledge of the absolute attitude of SAGE III to uncouple attitude
motions from the apparent Sun motion. It was a beneficial exercise to incorporate Sun
motion corrections in the thesis analyses, but proving that this is not advantageous
to the calibration effort is the best possible outcome.
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5.1.6 Assessment of Clocking Error
Section 4.4.6 describes the effect of the clocking error, or attitude error around the
Sun vector, which would result after applying the derived coordinate transforma-
tion to incorporate the DMP data (by way of coordinate transformation to SA co-
ordinates) into Level 1 science data processing. This error represents the primary
source of pointing error caused by incorporating DMP measurements into generating
a SAGE III ISS science data product. The clocking error corresponds to that part of
the angular error in the estimate of the location of the instrument’s boresight scan
plane that is not corrected by the SAGE III measurements of the locations of the top
and bottom edges of the solar disk. The Rate Fix algorithm is used within the scan
plane to calculate an effective boresight scan rate on the Sun by combining the in-
strument scan mirror rate with the spacecraft attitude rates. The mean error for the
case with SA measurement noise and no apparent Sun motion correction is just over
5 arcseconds and ranges from approximately -67 to 69 arcseconds. Guidance from
the SAGE III DMP science team confirms that this level of error is acceptable and
is within the existing algorithm noise. There is evidence suggesting that Sunrise and
Sunset events might have clocking error biases in opposite directions of each other,
although this might be an artifact of the chosen days for the simulated data set rather
than an algorithmic bias. Nevertheless, when considered with the possibility of ther-
moelastic differences between Sunrise and Sunset events, this opens the possibility
that clocking error might be improved by finding separate coordinate transformations
based on solar event type. This will be discussed more in Section 5.2.1.
The tangent altitude that corresponds to an instrument measurement is correlated
to the clocking error. The aforementioned range of clocking errors corresponds to less
than 1 meter of error in the altitude registration. Even in the small non-orthogonal
case, the maximum error was 0.03 meters. Guidance from the SAGE III DMP science
team suggests that a delta altitude on the order of 3 meters is acceptable. Of all the
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test cases addressed in Chapter 4, only the large non-orthogonal case exceeds this
threshold with a maximum of almost 9 meters. Because large non-orthogonality was
included for demonstration, not because it is a likely possibility, error in altitude
registration is not expected to be a concern on orbit.
There is a clear path forward for assessing the stability and accuracy of the co-
ordinate transformation algorithm on orbit, and the results of this thesis provide a
preview of what can be expected and how external factors influence the calibration.
5.2 Future Work
A worthwhile and challenging endeavor is never complete. There are always improve-
ments and updates that can be made and minor problems to be addressed. In the
context of this thesis, the on-orbit application of the aforementioned algorithms is the
primary future task, but this opens a realm of possible applications including com-
parison opportunities and Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document (ATBD) creation.
5.2.1 Flight Implementation
The research in this thesis was conducted with flight implementation in mind, but
many items were identified throughout the research process that have yet to be ad-
dressed, some because of simulation limitations, others because of flight unknowns.
The coordinate transformation algorithm is designed such that there are minimal
changes needed for the incorporation of flight data upon delivery. There are several
items, however, that can be investigated or reevaluated on orbit. The construction
of the DMP quaternions in Section 3.2.2 creates a partial quaternion for each 200 Hz
measurement and multiplies them to construct a total quaternion. The successive
multiplication of a large number of quaternions is susceptible to propagated roundoff
error. It may be worth investigating averaging the DMP partial quaternions to reduce
the number of quaternion multiplications, with the expectation that averaging would
alleviate error propagation up to a point. At a certain threshold, the data averaging
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benefits would diminish proportional to the loss of precise knowledge of attitude rate.
The angular constraint described and established in Section 4.2 was not rigorously
optimized. The cutoff angles were selected by weighing the benefit of minimizing
error and disadvantage of removing samples. Once angular separation for the SA and
DMP vectors is calculated with flight data, it would be advantageous to reconsider
the angle constraints. Additionally, if off-nominal ISS orientations are not feasible for
science data acquisition, the coordinate system calibration must rely on beta angle
cycle TEA variation for angular separation also causing the angular constraint to be
reconsidered. In this case, relaxing the angular constraints allows the inclusion of
samples over a full beta angle cycle, and although the accumulation of samples will
take longer without off-nominal ISS orientation, this provides an alternative method
to accumulate rotation axes.
As mentioned in Section 5.1, lunar events were not included in the simulated data
set. Although using the Moon as a “Moon sensor”, similar to how the Sun is used
as a Sun sensor, presents multiple challenges, if there is a great need to provide a
transformation quaternion more quickly than is possible using only solar events, the
addition of lunar events could be explored. This would require a method to account
for Moon non-uniformity and a correction for apparent lunar motion.
As described in Section 4.4.6.1, the Sunrise and Sunset events exhibit opposite
clocking error biases. It is unclear if the same bias will be seen in flight data, but two
transformations based on event type should be considered when establishing the first
coordinate transformation on orbit.
The Hexapod subsystem was not included in the simulated data set because the
orientation correction is assumed in SA pointing. The error in Hexapod position,
however, will impact the coordinate transformation accuracy. It would be possible
to simulate the Hexapod by applying a noisy rotation quaternion to the SA. Typical
Hexapod positions were used extensively in ground testing. The knowledge of the
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Hexapod attitude quaternion is within ±1 arcminute as shown in Table 3. An ad-
ditional measurement noise could be included to capture this. The derivation of the
coordinate transformation also does not consider thermoelastic effects. It would be
possible to fit a hypersurface to the transformation during a single event that is a func-
tion of time/solar elevation and beta angle to capture thermal effects. Thermoelastic
effects will manifest as biased Hexapod error on orbit.
As previously mentioned, the flight DMP integrates measured angular rate to
return X, Y, and Z angular positions at 200 Hz. The simulated STK DMP data
are rates. The flight implementation will convert the DMP angles to rates because
they can be summed in quadrature to derive the DMP quaternions as described in
Section 3.2.2.
The most substantial item addressed in this thesis that has not been fully realized
is the implementation of a multiplicative extended Kalman filter to provide a DMP
attitude product. The method outlined in rigorous detail in Section 3.3 is a starting
point for many possible innovations to the Kalman filter, including smoothing and
running the filter backward as well as forward as mentioned in Section 3.3.2.4 to reduce
the attitude discontinuities at the measurement updates. One known open item is
the process of constructing the SA attitude quaternion for the measurement update
step. Also, there is the possibility of incorporating additional data sources. For
example, BAD or other ISS attitude products could be introduced as another absolute
measurement in the filter if the ISS bending mode error is small. A considerable
amount of effort could be dedicated to determining an optimal procedure to run the
Kalman filter, and the creation of an attitude data product would have multiple uses.
5.2.2 Data Set Comparisons
The creation of a SAGE III DMP attitude data product provides benefits to the pay-
load as well as the ISSP and other external payloads. Limb scattering events require
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full attitude determination because, unlike solar and lunar events, there is no target
to track during instrument scans. The process is not as simple and straightforward
as correcting for motion in only the scan plane, which requires only relative DMP
measurements. Using the MEKF to derive a DMP attitude product and incorpo-
rating the attitude in the science inversion algorithm will supply accurate pointing
knowledge for limb science data.
An ATBD documents the methods and assumptions of a particular EOS algorithm
providing the user with abundant information on how a data product is derived
thereby ensuring proper data usage. There are four existing SAGE III ATBDs, and
following the work of this thesis one of these documents can be appended or a new
document can be created. Publishing the calibration and attitude determination
methods of the SAGE III DMP supports the entire ISS community. The ISSP has
expressed interest in a DMP data product. Other external science payloads, either
already on the ISS or those slated to launch at a future date, might need to understand
the ISS attitude environment just as the SAGE III team was assisted by the HREP
team during project development.
The community is small, but attitude products do exist for several locations on the
ISS. The addition of a SAGE III DMP product will generate interest in comparisons
between published ISS data products, including BAD and the Reconstructed ISS
Attitude from both the SAGE III Project and other ISS payloads. Two possible
collaborations and comparisons are with the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-
02) payload and the Multiple User System for Earth Sensing (MUSES) payload.
Fortuitously, MUSES also includes a Honeywell MIMU, whereas AMS-02 has a dual
star tracker system.
The DMP calibration process and attitude determination algorithm defined in this
thesis will contribute to the success and advancement of the SAGE III mission data
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products. The calibration technique defining the coordinate transformation quater-
nion between the SA and DMP subsystems and associated errors is well-established
and understood, and has been demonstrated with simulated data sets. Incorporation
of this calibration into the science inversion algorithm will provide a correction to
instrument pointing leading to an improved science product. The defined MEKF
algorithm can be implemented using data from the DMP and SA on orbit to estab-
lish an attitude product. Not only will this be used as pointing knowledge for limb
scattering measurements, but will also provide an opportunity to compare to existing
ISS attitude measurements at multiple ISS locations, further characterizing the ISS
environment and internal bending modes.
5.3 Coda
While creating a beautifully constructed theory can be enjoyable, there is nothing
like diving into an application. This thesis experience has been a balance between
the theoretical and the practical aspects of a challenging, interesting, and ongoing
task for the SAGE III ISS Project. This technical problem inspired the creation of a
new calibration technique and integrated existing attitude determination knowledge
in a novel way, proving that there is always something new to learn and develop. The
calibration algorithm presented will improve science retrieval accuracy and provide
opportunities for occultation measurements lower into the troposphere, ultimately
aiding in the understanding of atmospheric composition. The attitude algorithm will
expedite the creation of a highly-desired DMP attitude product, demonstrating the
worthwhile and exciting nature of this research endeavor. Though the bulk of the
work is complete and ready for use when the payload is on orbit, plenty remains




DERIVATION OF STATE TRANSITION MATRIX
The following is an independent derivation of state transition matrix A that arrives
at the same solution as Trawny and Roumeliotis (2005). This is continuing from
Equation 60 in Chapter 3.
Begin with the differential equation of the error state x
˙̃x = F cx̃+Gcn (98)












, and n is white noise. The c sub-
script implies continuous equations, not discrete time steps.
To solve, multiply by e−F ct giving
˙̃xe−F ct = F cx̃e
−F ct +Gcne
−F ct. (99)
Rearranging gives a complete differential such that
d
dt















Multiplying by eF ct isolates x̃(t).




The function of eF c(t−t0) must be determined. First, find the expectation value ˆ̃x,








ˆ̃x(t) = eF c(t−t0) ˆ̃x(t0) + 0. (104)
So, A(t, t0) = e
F c(t−t0) is the state propagator or state transition matrix.
This gives the following relation





˙̃x(t) = Ȧ(t, t0)x̃(t0) +
∫ t
t0
Ȧ(t, τ)Gc(τ)n(τ)dτ +A(t, t)Gc(t)n(t). (106)
But A(t, t) = 1. Comparing Equation 106 and 98 implies that Ȧ(t, t0) = F cA(t, t0).












































Clearly Ȧ3 = 03 and Ȧ4 = 03. Therefore, Ȧ1 and Ȧ2 are left to be found by
examining following boundary conditions.
A(t0, t0)x̃(t0) = x̃(t0)⇒ A(t0, t0) = I6. (109)
Meaning
A1(t0, t0) = A4(t0, t0) = I3 and A2(t0, t0) = A3(t0, t0) = 03. (110)
But
Ȧ3 = 03 ⇒ A3(t, t0) = 03 and Ȧ4 = 03 ⇒ A4(t, t0) = I3. (111)
Therefore
Ȧ1 = −bω̂×cA1 and Ȧ2 = −bω̂×cA2 + I3. (112)
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Assuming ω̂ is constant over time step t0 → t the solution to the A1 differential equa-





= e−bω̂×c(t−t0). For A2 the total differential










































































This begs the question of how to evaluate the exponential eX of matrix Xnxn. Using
the division algorithm it may be written as
eX ≡ 1 +X + X
2
2








There will be n eigenvalues λ1, λ2, ..., λn. Take for example
























= −λ(λ2 + ω21) + ω3(λω3 − ω1ω2) + ω2(ω3ω1 + λω2) (121)
= −λ(λ2 + ω21 + ω23 + ω22) = −λ(λ2 + |~ω|2). (122)
Set det(bω̂×c − λI3) = 0 ⇒ λ = 0 or λ = ±iω, the characteristic polynomial with
three eigenvalues. Where λ = 0 or λ = ±iω ⇒ ebω̂×c = Rn−1(bω̂×c). For bω̂×c,
n = 3. Hence, Rn−1(bω̂×c) will be order two at most. Clearly,










yields eigenvalues from before λ−(t−t0) = 0 or ±iω. Hence, λ = 0, ±iω(t − t0). Now,
the Cayley-Hamilton theorem guarantees that the remainder polynomials Rn−1(X)
and Rn−1(λ) are the same since matrix X satisfies its own characteristic polynomial.
Hence, we may use the eigenvalues to find the coefficients of Rn−1.
e2 = Rn−1(λ) = c0 + c1λ+ c2λ
2. (124)
λ = 0⇒ e0 = c0 or c0 = 1. (125)
λ = ±iω(t− t0)⇒ e±iω(t−t0) = 1 + c1[±iω(t− t0)] + c2[±iω(t− t0)]2. (126)
⇒ cos (ω∆t) + i sin (ω∆t) = 1− c2ω2∆t+ ic1ω∆t (127)
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